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FOREWORD

Most of the publicat4Ons issued jointly.by.EKIP/ChESS aid the SSEC

areaimed at K-12 social'studiesjteocherp. .Pccasionally,:howevelc it

seems important to step back and take aflodgpr vael--at thOse institutions

and educators who are responsible for preparing and producing social

studies teacher. After all, as the...authors of this monoiraph poi& out,

preservice and inservice educators share with teachers the responsibility

for what is-goOd or bad about thelield%ofsocial studies.

What's happening in-social studies teacher education today? Thers

are many indications that the field may be fighting for its very survival.

Even the mos- optimistic obserVers acknowledge that declining enrollment,

in preservice teacher educOtion programs is7depressing the job market for

social studies teacher educators. Moreover, the increasingly heAted

competition among an ever- growing number of subjects for a chunk of the
,

School day, in conjunction.iiith the."back to basics" movement, seems to

be jeopardizing the'place of social studies in the public school curriculum.

Ih4dations of both these trends:haVe been. alarmingly evident sIen

in our own backyard Recently, as a cost-eating measure, the Boulder,

Valley School District decided to trim one clOss period'out of the

high-school day. In response toprotests:from studenps and parents that

the shortened day would deny studeni the '.opportunity to take:all the
%

elective's therwanted, the school board voted to reduce the numher of
. , f

required courses in En j sh and the social studies. Scarcely s-week

later,.the governor of' Olorado publicly advOtatid Phasing out .the Schook,

of Education at the University of Colorado.

It is our own view, as we,i1 as that of the authors,,thet such

Ominous developments call for a stronger and more purposeful response

than a collec ive wringing Of hands. -We hope that this minograph will

stimulate some social studies, teacher eddcatora toinItiate alconstructiVe,

Systematic plan- not of reaction, but of action.

Morrissett

C\
Di ect r, ERIC? Clearinghouse for

Socia Studies/Social Scieiide Education

Executiv Director, Sociai'Spience
Ed 'op ConsortiuM
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PREFACE

This monograph was designed to inItiate a dialogue about the cur=__

status d fdresee4le flture''aS social studies teacher education. lit

general conceptual disarray of social s:udies as a subject

with the shift. from teacher shortage surplus that occurred f7, the

early,1970s, bas created enormous con±Usion and concern among social"*

studies teacher educators: Social Studies teacher eaucation is t the

heart of whatever is good or bad about the field.

It is the authors' hope that enough' common gxdund can be j.I-entifie
0

among Contending factions in social studies to enable social studies

teacher educators to forge'a unified community.' Unless social, studies

.teacher educators come together to discusscritiCal ems facing :nt

field and'Oevelop a strong national action plan, it possible,tha-_
1

next decade will witness the final ero on of social,studies as an

imiertant field-of inquiry in education.

This monographi.s a beginningand it will fail in,:its purpose

others in the field are not challenged to follow through .'The basic

Issue, in the authors' opinion, iswhether social studies educatorS'a

willing to allow specialinterest groups to eat away.at tbe field or

Whether there are transcending common purposes %Mich will bincilto

,enough human and material resources tolget on with the jOb.of:buildink,

social studie4 as a fieland as-a profession.

The authors are deeply grateful to.the 19-social studies teacher

educators who graciously and carefully responded.to.our reguest for

information. Given their .extraordinarily busy schedules, we-were sur,a

that so many responded to a questionnaire that took two hours to ansa

/.(see Appendix). We have decided that the high:response rate-was a s:_4

(that many of our colleagues share our concernsi,about.the futufe of s-

studies teacher education. This inference is bne of the most encourag-04

aspects of our inquiry.

We thank our graduate assistants, Sergei Grigorik of Florida

International University and Tim Helmus of Michigan State University,
A,

for'helping to organize, interpret, and collate the questionnaire data.

Grateful appreciation goes-also tb Elaine Tucker,. Julie Baglien, and

.Marian Aldred, who typed the original manuscript..
_or

.1
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INTRODUCTIbbi.

Te in en: of this is.to explo- :.-_e current state cs =fairs

in social ,udies teach-- ucation at th- elementary and.seconc, levels.

This stud' was prompted n earlier ana_ iis of research in so _a!
l

'atudfles tE--aer educatio: --in- ,. revealed-very little,organized 1=..rmation

Abou soc ___ st dies,tea:7:ler 7 ucation pr::_zrams in the United S. --..q* and

by t ._leZ o the our - ~- at such a study was long overdue The need

for , 5-ystematic in-J.- ,,,Lon about social` studies teacher :11..: ation 0

ha. ,--e -specially-crztfirince 1971, the year enrollment L7 pre-.

se. .2e ociai studieSzeduca':ion programs began to decline.

Thl- acalysis is/selec-- .ve rather than comprehensive. Title iad space

#//1i- :ar':-4as have pr cluded 1n-depth, rigorous examination. The authors.

*in---aac -14se._to se/ek( out 71aor generalizations regarding th= =zatus
---..../

0 771a ==:udies teacher -ation--leavIng to the reader and to sub-

se -.e::: Ir'searchers the rc .onsibility for filling in the details
'')

ThE -zaper is bitten imarily for social studies teacher educators
.

a 7.ez.:___ege,and_ univer=-i: level and secondarily for persons serving*
.

ir_ arzous teacher-trainiz_ and administrative capacities at state and

lc.__ _avais. The author 2evoted their y(rimary attention to ,the role. and
\\

reeponsibilities of colleges and univers ties in.teachek education..v.

This monograph is organized 'into tH e major sections. Section I . *.

, ..-

"focuses on- social studies teacher educatio t the elementary level (grades

6); the second section focuses:on secondary social studies teacher
-. . ...- .

education (grades 7-12). Each of these sections contains generalizations,
/ . -

a
conclusions, and recommendations about the tre ds issuesineeds. and

'promising practices /programs ip"social studies acher education at that

level. The nine specific categories treated at both levels are linstitu-n market, new content. nt in the social sties multicultural education,

tanal trends, enrollment, the ;'back to basics" movement, the shkinking
,,,..

*Jan L.-Tucker, "Research of Sociai,Studies Teaching and Teacher
EducatiOn,",in Francis Huakins et al.,' Review of Research in Social.
Studies.RcItication, 1970-1975 (Boulder, Colo.: WIIC Clearinghouse for
Social Oudiv.pOcial. Science Education,.National Couyiltil for the Social
Studies, andirSocia- Science Education Consortium, yr).

1
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r exceptional
1
-studentg, competition with other chool sub':t and

-competency-based teacher gertification: TPetion III presents the authors'

recomMendAtions for program development, policyfaction, an6 research.

This paper is based' primarily on,data?'drawn from a =7:rvey question-
.:

naire'developed by the,, authors and administered to selec.,,,,L social studies
. .-

teacher educators around the country. '(The questionmair-a :s reproduced

win the Appendix to this vqlume,) The re-'s\pondents; idened through the
a

.1971778 membership rolls.of the Social Scienc EdUcationainscrtium a

'the National .Council for the Social.Studies, were seleqtsu b- the auth s

on the,basis'of personal knowledge of th,eir activities -In, interest in:,

Ind
contributions to social. altudieS teacher education. _'"fie surVeyinstru-

ment wasAnitially sent to 48 .educators,:25 of whom werl :;rtnarily

elementdry teacher.trainersAnd 23 of.t.ThOm were mail :, sendary.teacher

trainers:. (Specific information about tespondents.anc recur= percentages

-

4

are found in the introductions to the ihdiVidual secti_Dns on elementary

and secondary, teacher educati Additional datamere drawn from an

extensive computer search of the E IC system; from t:Aining materials

pra.mAded by the survey tespondenta and from the auth,--7.-s' -ersonal

knowledge. . 2,

Eecauseew.,of the Major del, --omentt affecting sr .a.
. .

teacher education that have occurred duringthe. last five weati hA 't

:foUnd their 14.7 into the.Pitfeasional literature, theauthe-7, chop

o rely on-the-grass -roods experiences of those.dt'the forefro=c, whete the
.

results of declining 'enrollthent in social studies teschereeucation have
. 4

bergii most

The re
. -

ults of th s analysis are severel\qualified by the limitation's

of the data sO ces, ppecially the. a0rvey questionnairecsafple. No

attemptclwas made to obtain a representative sample of elementaryand.

secondary sOcial tudies teacher aducators nor to stratify the. sample on

theATsis of gec5grapt is 1 location,

numbeiof ears:in service, orlsize

merely, soughtA0 obtain' 'od views of'a'Aspectdd group
w

teachet educatorsabout current issues,
,

the-field.

age, sexj racial or etinic background,'

and type of institution. The authors

4 'social studies

trends, needs, and practices in

2
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1-__27rENTARY SOCI STUDIES TEACHER EDUCATION
-444,

,

-..II3 attn= 3 assess the status of teacher education in the field
r_,,

of elementary -4..-_-_3.: studies, the au hors submittec to 25 teacher
..). .

educators a qusr_lonnaire designed o.elicit their views regarding current
.

.

issues,lerend6, needs, and practices in elementary social studies., teacher

educatiOn. The names of these teacher educator(S were selected from the
01..,

1977-.78 membe-7-ship rolAs of the Sociil ScieOle Education Consortium and

the National ( Aincil forithesSocial Studies. All 25 were believed to
is

)

have been working primarily,in the 9.eld of elementary social studies for
. .

at least five yeairs and to Have made valuable contributions to 'the,field,,,i

. Accordingly, -lese educators weri judged to be competent e<ementary social'
,

studies teac:-,- educators. 1
. Cm

_

Only 15 Lr the 25 persons initially contacted completed and returned

the-quetstionl7laire. Two respondents iAdixated that they devot.ed most'qf,

their tir14\to teacher education at the secondary level; thus, only those

pottiions c tr. -esponses dea4,ing wi!-.1. elementary social Studies were
,;

used 'for , _rt. of the stlady Since the initial response WaS dis-
.

appointing; zhe authors elected to sendopiea oP the questionnaire, to ten
v

additionalleacher'eddeators who were-belie d to be engaged primarily ino

the'fieNieleNentary,social sdies teache education. Of these ten

vs

1

six completed,and returned-their copied.z. Thus', the tvg Mailings yielded
'a total of 21 completed qu?stionnaires.JI,

,

-

: .

-It is significant to note that, of ,the' teacher 'edUNOrs tifiot did not

return their questionnaires, six i -the ,initial_gronp and twoiwthe .

. .

second group
..,:__-,

indicated that they fa ed to do so'because werewere no
.

.

F-_ longer wOrRing in the field. of elementary'socialstudies. Tbsfactsthat `'

all eiex.t oi these .people were regarded by theirtoli6gues'As "fttahilshed

.--,figures in the field of elementary social studies teakereduca n is :17
4

. .
unsettling, for it may be iridicatLve of a general mc6emeni away fromAke'Ths

social studies into other areas of teacher education. o

The .queStiCns 'on the survey .instrument organizedrganized (into .nyhe
. z

1

categories: (1) institutional trends, (2) enrollment, (3) the "back Ito

byllies".mOvement, (.4) the shrinking Job market.45)

,

new ontent in the.
., 4

- * .

Social studies, (6). multicultural educaEion;.(7) exceptT6 al stydnis.,,.-

-t- (8) competition With othEr scho91 pubjedtsandq9) copiketency-blased 1
.

'll

I /

4,1

14



tteacher cerfication. The organization of th2s section parallels
. . .. ,

.1 format. .The findings for-All nine categories are presented first;

S.) followed by the authors' Conclusions bisedon,the findings.

-4.

ft.

1.0 What lliappeu g 1'n Your Institutioni.
\
scri the two,most important trelp in social

y dr institution. In declin'ing order of frequency,

.

FleindingS0

1.1 Briefly

teacher educatidh

,the foUr trends cited

V

that.

C

studies

most often by respondents were (1') improved teaching
."(

.411114

methods, (2) expanted field experiences, (3') decliningrenrollments'in
"Ik .

social studies methods courses, seminars; and workshops, -and (4) increased

orts to integrate s ial studieS with readihg and other bdsic School

subje
.

ose respondents who,cited imprpved teaching thethods,referreito

Ili'

ti

su h indicators as putting. more emphais on skills,",making the social.

the needs of children, ascertaining,'

hg teaching strategieC,promoting

ivities, assessing the-goon

. ,

studistudies more meaningful and relevhnt foes
...

reeds.at ehe local school,level, sequenc

inquiry app. aches and problem-solving

of gocial st

cation and mu

ices i truction,
4
and teaching mew topics, inclding co-rev

- .

ticultural edrcation.. Only' one res ondent.siW1106.1,
1. e

education and law - related citizegship education.

Althpugh field eperiences were ci ed by one-4citirth,of the-respondent,(, \jiff'

t;.1it should be no ;ed that two of these res ndents explained that.their

programs were not,totally field-based; hoWe'lier, they didlndicate tha-s-.gb.
.

they were offdring their underqtpuktgs more field expeiienbes>than before. ,r1:

,Onky,four respondents men iir(declining undergraduate and graduate

enrollment. This Ns surpr
2

declining enrollment in to

Jai g., in11.7iewof tie ftational trenet4.7ara
'

. . -.

..,

ocher education programs. Presumably these-.
-.,

'.respondents-Wre not expefttn4ng declines in enrolblent'at their

institutions, or at-least they did not? see

Pefhaps equally.sirificant is the resp'

inclusion in their methods cburses of ,ionten0ealing.witl`skills

with subject mptgr. Five respondents cited either or both of'these emphas s.

414,-

r.
is as aft ImpOrtanc'trend.

ndehts' concern abouttthe%

Three respondenta.referredlo trends, in affecA4e learning--Two\siald

thefe was Adcrased emfhasis on values .educati4 at_theii institutions,

$

4

)
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a

.
/ "\-- '-'

.

/.._1. .

the,others reported, an oppOgitetrend: y '

. ... v
. .

Ofa mpre.tenuous nature is the Anti-affective:
/political Sentiment building up (down with values/
clarificafion), and'tegcher.stealing time froiarE,
Music, scieve, and social studies to te a'tfi more

t'reading and math.-..

''.

1.2 .Briefly describe the two most important issues,in social studies

amongteacher education at your institution: There waS little aagreement mong
.. .

.
. .

respondents about the mgst signgicant'issues.in elemenEary social studies,..

,t4eaeher edueatlon.
P
bAlthough a wide Variety e issues were cited, most of

.them tended to refie suclaftlocal concernsas changes in state
.
certification

requirementS,.strax

based tra ing, requirements for

ies for encouraging faculty/ participation in field-
.

d isspon to-prftrams, college -wi

ations, and students' lack of prePa4ation in tb social s iences.reorgan

The thre issues that" were cited' by four or more.reskndentsi in'ortte;-e-b
c-

. . .
. .

.
.

. . _ .

decreasing frequency, were(t(1) effeCtiveness ocsodial studies courses,,

.0) the back-to---basics movement,and.0) cOmpetZ1u-ba0ed and field -basedr"'
T4. ,

F - r . -
,.. \ atekcbereducation.' -, .-. _ ,24,',

W. W
. I . 6 .

..e.
I

,. . Much concern ;,was skitessed about- tHb- valus \czt' exist ing . social studies ! .,",, ,, ;
1 _.s, . ,

' = 1 ,
-\ courdes. .t-One respondent" .sked: '40- , ....,

%
- . .

.

40,

I

Should .w /..persist in emObasIzing a kipd o social q,

studies. addcatinplihich sEresSes. !motile:A:

solypg, involvement, and values,whick.ts selacimr ,

iiplamppted in the-public'Schdols?

A second tegoondent 4,ondered:
..? .

TDo exigting seudies courses actually-bekp
.

4achers to accept and respect the'ne94s Akid
interests of. children of differentea, res,'

.

,4

backgrippds,.and languages?
Z.

A. third respondent.wrote:

Jc
Themost important-issue ishow td help teachers

, work'effectively with disadvantaged, very -lo reading
students with valUe structures different fro their Hi- ',

, ,

0 own.
s. I.

'-,

-.)

,_;_..1'''',3Che "back-alto-basics:I movement the fecal- point of Elie. second-most-

'frequentlY.citea:cluSter Of issuers. Several 'respondents OeStio4d the
_

mesning Of thifs MOvement4floi. their'Sorial studies -courses:l /
116

.. .3.

Shonld we give more emphasis to'skills--pap resdIng,
ac uisition d information from egiColta, etc:---and

,
,-- s to.sociallysignificant contqnt. (The back7to-.

..-1,

b#sibs persons sayfEhat pupflfeare-too yOunwfdllr suc#15
"contentand that tit -doesn't do, any igo d soyway%) .
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q

'yi ',. a , ,.
, .1 1

-. . ' 1 iP . ti' 0, :

...A
i ..

4,Issu01.8 related to competency-based and field-based teachdr.educao.on .
-.,

.
t ,L ..

-progr wore citgd'by.tourAlf the'r:es5on4nts--in'particular,the tendency

\ ..--, i

tv 1

-

..,
.

ti

..... orpomp .0,2,1-4gee andpnAVersitiqs to resist ComPetencY-baSed programs
: ,:,. , .t., .

$ i

411andatedtiby 'spate departments of,,educatIon,theihedVysdeMandS.on faCkilty,-
, .

1. .

. ,

Ole anCeriergy;itposed-;by competendy-1,based eng field7,based programs, and
, ,

tike.olagistital.prObleMg Ciesied.by:,suh7Ptograms..'
..

.,..c.. ,. 4' ,

4

j-. '
Only.twO respondents said, theythought.that survival of the,Social

.

I I . I

'.studies as 4n afg4_,Of the elementary. school CutriCUltiii was an,important:4

1881,4 0merregpOndeAt who appeared to be extremely (perhaps,
op

..
;

worried abo3t the futdre of the soCiai studies comknent of hisifttitution's

.

teacher educations program cited these issues:

Can they social studies maintain a separate identity:at

'my :institution? How can we mediate out' struggle for

coAtrol of curriculum-development?

Three respondents failed to cite any important issues related toy-

elementary social studies teacher education at,their institutions.

1.3 Briefly descri4e the two most important needs in social studies

teacp9r,Iducation in your institutOn. Although nearly as many needs were,

idtiatified'as there were respondents, three categories of.needs stood out:'

(1)grpater coordination and cooperation, (2) more courses suited to the

needs of 'students, both preservice and inservite, and(3) more' instructional

,materials and equipment. A

By far_the most.pressing need expresSed by respondents 'was for more

and better courses in the social studies, the'social sciences, and related

fields. .More than half the respondents saw this as their'greatest need.

Some requested a wider diversification of well-taught social science

courses, while Others expressed.the need for social studies courses that

Would "incorporate classrOom management techniques," "deal exclusively

with the social. studies" (rather than cover two or more school subjects),

"determine entry-level competence of students," and "prepare students for

the large number'of marginally motivated learners they encounter during

student teaching."

The second- most - pressing..' mentioned was for greater coordination

of effort and cooperation among gall agencies,associated with social studies

teacher education. Specifically cited were the needs for coordination of

effort between elementary and secondary teacher education programs; for

::allowing students greater flexibility in planning their programs of study,

J'



-and TO developing sound collaborative relationships between; departments
.1r

and with cal school districts:

.The--th d-greatest need expressed waslcir more instrudtional

resources -an equipment and better acilitieS. One, respondent wrote,

'We are Abt all well equipped in terms of curriculum materials.

Frankly, Our curriculum library is somewhat of a joke." Another wrote,

ay f tittle or no instructional. aids, talthough] we are preparing

teach S who will have access to. such aids." A third was concerned about

theneed'for "adequate-rpurces to support research, curriculum develop-

ment ,..:aand instruction."
`.1.4.

Other"t&espondents cited the)needs deScrigedAelow:

- provision ,for a clinicalprofessoFshWi-a position
.

whose rewards are tied to suc ss'inteaching and
service--to,allow some members the department
a .stronger commitment to teacher education without
the,pub/ish/perishTressure.

An.:effectiVe means fOr keeping students from.con-
cluding [that] college preparation in -social studies
is irrelevant when they see practicing teachers who
reflect few, if any of the profedsionalibehaviors
espoused in their methods courses.

More prestige for social studies. . . . We are at
the bottom of the list. Reading and math are far
more powerful. Better models [in the field] of
people who teach social studies well.

A defragmentation of the definition of what con -
stitutes socialstudies.

1.4.-Briefly,deacribe the two most.promising practices/programs in

< social studies teacher education at' your institution. The two kinds of

practices or programs most-often cited were various.combinItions of field7

based and in-class experiendesjmentioned eight times) and a variety of

innovative inservice experiences,. One respondent described a "professional

semester" in which a team of professorS simultaneously instructs 20 -25

undergraduakes two.days a-week and supervises them in elementary school

settings. Another mentioned a program in which('undergraduate methods

classes in "social studies are taught in actual elementary-classrooms.

Among the inservice experiences described were programs in economics

education, multicultural studies, and law-related education and courses

offered jointly with other:co114es. Respondents who taught at the under-

graduate leveA4Mentioned a varivy of. promising practices,,and programs,
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among them,a requirement that students prepare resource files in advance

of student teaching; an integrated math - science- social studies methods
_ .

course; a one-semester blbc which combinesintensive student teaching

with work, in methods, instructional 'media and measurement; uqe of the

ckntract systeM in grading students; the practice of videotaping students

.\ in methods classes:while they teach sample letisons.
,

Several respondents referred to. change An course emphasis at their

-,-Institutions These changes involved redefining410;soci#1 studies in

terms of lifelong roles or life competencidq, siressing specific teaching

competencies, individualizing instruction in Methods courses, and

examining the act of teaching in ethnographic term's.

2dO Enrollment

2.1 Briefly describe undergraduate, graduate,.and 'inservice
,--7--- ,

enrollment trends in the social studies program at your institution. No .

respondent indicated that enrollment in social studies courses was increas-

ing. One-third of the respondents said that undergraduate enrollments'

were stable at their institutions; the-remainder reported a gradual decline

averaging from five to seven percent a year. Of the seven institutions'

reporting stable enrollm ts in undergraduate social studies classes, six ,

were large state- supported universities and one was a small liberal arts

college. ,

Social studies courses offered at the graduate and inservice levelsr

showed a greater--though by no means precipitous-decline in enrollment.

Of the eighteen respondents whose institutions maintain graduate programs,

.fifteen reported a steady decline in enrollment in elementary social

studies courses, while three reported that enrollment had stabilized.

One respondent who is teaching at a large state university-reported a

resurgence in enrollMent at the doctoral level.

Enrollment in inservice activitieS--for example, special courses.for

teachers, staff development centers, teacher education centers, and work-

shops--also appears to be on the decline. One respondent noted: .

The only inservice programs that have been successful
are'those where grantshave paid-teachers for
attending.' We have had practically no requests for
social studies inservice in the past two years.



Another respondent struck a similarly depressing.ixote: "There is little

apparent interest in the 'field. APparently.the teachers know everything

they think they need. to knOW!" 401.

Despite the preponderance of gloomy comments, one-third of the

respondents said they had observed encouraging indications of renewed

interest in'elementary lnservice programs. They ascribed this deVelop-

ment to.copperative work .with area:teacher education centers, expansion

of university-sponsored continuing education and field services, and

cooperative efforts with county and state agencies. One respondent noted

that hisUniversity was granting credit for inservice training, provided

by school districts.

24 If enrollment'is declining in your institution, how has this

trend affected social studies courses and prOgrams? Briefly explain.

The responses to this question were predictabfe, and they tended to
. -

reflect,the severity of declines in'enrollment.- Most tespondents

indicated that their institutions were cancelling low-enrollment courses,

reducing the numbeto_t_sections of courses, eliminating positions for
- -

graduate assistants,. declaring a moratorium on new'faculty pOsitions, and

assigning faculty to other program areas or courses. Significantly, -

eight of the twenty-one respondents indicated'that their 'social .studies .*

programs and courses were unaffected by deClining enrollment.
i

2.3 Does declining enrollment repr'sent a problem or an opportunity

for social -studies teacher education cou ses and programs? The respondentS

reacted to this question in.a surprising y sanguine manner. Although

nine acknowledged that declining enrollment.creates both problems and

opportunities, five regarded this phenomenon'as an encouraging sign,
.

while seven saw it as a distinct threat of considerable proportions.

Those who took an optimistic view believed that declining enrollment

would enable them to upgrade the quality of their social studies programs,

giVe students mare individual attention, devote more time to writing and
.

research, and impose more-rigorous requirements for admission to under-
.

graduate and graduate degree programs. Here are the, reactions of several

respondents:

The,opportunit is there fob' excellence if we were to
scale back numbers and design more-vigorous training.



I feel that at o Unlversity.it represents .an

opportunity; we i-dot ' ±orced" to consider more`

direct relations :_ps.with public schools;

[We need] to fin new markets.

[ThiS is] an opportunity- -our faculty-student ratio
is 1 -24; 4.t shop. d be 1-15 or so

Those who regarded 4eclining enrollment as a problem cited such

consequences, as limitedkcourse'offerings, phased-out o4 curtailed programs,
4

and budget cuts Surpisingly,,nO regPondentS indicated or even Alluded

to dismissal of facu y as a consequence of decliningcenroliment. .The' -

following comments a e, representative of the responses of thOse who .saw

declining enrollmen as a proklem:

Due to the current low status of social studies when

.compared to reading, math, special education, etc.,
the social studies program is one of the first placeS

an administration sees as expendable.

To a point [declining enrollments are] an opportUnfiy.

We are past that point, and program curtailmenEiooms,-

A grave problem -- people are depressed.

The overall attitudhLoi the respondents toward declining enrollment
I

was one of guarded optimism, with most respondents adopting a "make the
r-

best of.a bad situation" position.

2.4 Has declining enrollment affected your own ability to bring

about changes in courses or programs? Briefly describe: (We are

especially interested in learning of any.positive outcomes of declining

enrollment.) Essentially, this question was an elaboration of item

for it pointedly asked the respondents ro identify positive outcomes of

declining enrollment. .Jt appears that ::::e respondents found it difficult

to cope with this question, because only aight'of the sixteenWhc answered

it cited positive outcomes to declining enrollment. Among the positive

outcomes cited were expanded opportunities to (1) join with colleagues in

program development and research endeavors, (2) give more attention to

students, (3) expand field-based training programs, and (4) design more-

appealing courses. Below are two typical responses:'

We have developed new courses--one'on mainstreaming,
one on. futurism - -but have noEbeen.able to [teach]

them due'to low enrollment,.

Declining enrollments have given professors opprr-tunities

to involve students directly in workshops, guest
lectures', demons:rations, and exploration '(anc

inspiration!) research.

10
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Those
.,

rd'spondents 1.77-7,: saw positive outcOmed"from declining ehrollment
. ._ (

ap r reconciled to'mek...Ag the best of "a deteriorating situation.. In,.

contrast, the ccimmeptS o: eight respohdents who. saw no postive outcomes
,. . .

reflected
'
an exceedinglylItssimistic attitude. One respondent wrote:

1

I'd sorry, but ihis,yery dif fcult to.see'positive
Outcomes from declining` ments.a. They represent'
cuts in faculty, programs, and innovatlons.t

3.0 Back to the Basics
14

`3.1 How db you define "back to the basics" as it relate to ,the

social .studies ?' There was .AO common agreemededmong.the )F espondents about

,

the meaning of 41e phrase "back, to the basics," a findinglthat appears'tO
l).

0 # * 4 .

reflect:widespread confOs on in the education profession. Witne
1-

following definitions su plied by various reOpondents: r-
'

o
'Patriotism, learning important facts about our
,country's history; reading, writing and other skills
commoi, to social studies (33rd NCSS 'Yearbook),
. . ..an effort to improve the knowledge base of
students, paril4larly with regard to American
history and government. 'Also, concern for "practicality"

, .

in coursewotk.

Mare attention to social studies skills.-

More .globAl concepts, like(1) the place of the
individual in sodiety'and culture and (2) the
ability to make individual decisions' as well as
group decisions.

The need-to integrate social studies with the "3 Rs
of instruction. Back to the basic child development
perspective of the early pare of this century.

A return _-() geography and historY knowledge and skills-
based lea-ning.

History history, :-.ograntly. as geography=sort of a
purity at-roach (19th zenturv) to the ciscipline.
No skills amphasis.

Create: is zerdisciplinary is olvement..
A return C3 greater emphasis on content (subject
tatter; andleas attention the development of
Social studies, skills.

Since the respondents were unable :o reach even a nominal consensus on the

meaning- of the "basics" in elemen:ari- social studies, it seems axiomatic

that,'if they dre:at all represenLat :- of their colltagues, elementary

social studies-teacher educators may find themselves incapable of responding

to a movement that they cannot define%

-4\
11 10i
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3.2 What' kinds of opportunities 'and/or problems" have beeli created.
)

by , "back .to the basics" for your o social. gtudies prograt? ,Gibe
..

- .
specific examples; if pOssible. e_respondpnts saw:-more problems that

A .

cppOrtunitiekin "hack.to the basics-more so than was the case with

'declining entollmentnralihnugh a'fa regarded this-movement with

Namihiiralence., On the Oositivfe side, respondents cited .opportunities for'.

-%rAnewee emphasis on.sniia studies integeation;4 Social studies
/, , 11

l

with rfeading ancr writing skills, clear articu4ati8h. of the eel* and
a. -

functions ofthe-sonial studies, and greater attention tol\pAtizenship'

V

4,46- edUcation and consumer educatio,.
a

Those. who adopted a negative position toward "back to the basics"

,observed that'the movement would enco'ur'age teachers to stress rote

memorization of trivial facts, increase the difficulty of justi ing.the

existence of social .studies,' and ieinforce the reluctance of teachers to

deal with controversy in the'clAssroom, experiment with new-ideati and

teaching techniques, and consider children's needs And.intereSts. One

respondent cited.the'stultifying effects of the "basica" on practice'

teachers. The following comments'reflect concerns expressed by many,

responde

ment

A problem has been created by'thOse whO have a. narrow

concept of the "back to the basics" movement. It

espouses the notion that socialatudies, art, music,

etc., are frills. that need to .be cut4norder to'

maximize the time allocation iof basic . This

narrow perspective.is'damaging to eduction in
general and social studies in particul r

Clearly one's definition of the word "basic " governs:ones assess -

of the effects of the "back to basics" moveenton the socia studies.

a

One respondent who perceived this clearly wrote:

If "basics" are'defined as an eMphasis

memorization and rigidly. uniforM cours

would . . . threaten the progress made

problem-oriented, critical-thinking-or
.studies programs.' If,"basics'are def
strengthening of sfcilla generally,.thi
strengthen existing social studies.pro

4.0 The Shrinking Job Market

4.1 In vieW-ofsp,rinking

personally able to suggestyou

oir rote

s, this
in devising
ented social
ned,at a
can only,

rams..

employment opportunities in

alternative employment :to

113
12

teaching, are

your students?

go
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, .x.,
& Although one or two respondents repeated the "good' teachers can sail

) get JOhelcliche, 15 Of the 21 respondents indicated tHat they suggest
C 1, ° -...

,

altgrnAtiye4mployment oppOrtunii

(
emPloy0 at a sdathern univ,rstty

A .-
thatr-epployMent opportunities are

e. s.. .

....'"*:' ' reply to queStioxf 4.1e i ...

Your queSCcicin asSumeos thatilla .normative tondittion )

app'ies totev. 3rinstMkuriOn and ev&sy'area of't8e.S..
XLcountry. At sliniverdity, mane than' 9Or'perceAt

of studentg.see ng employment Steacheri through -V
the unpaSity placement center fliad ,[1tigaCtimelobsl.
Though students Preparing toteach soCT y. studies
do not- have the geographic preferen s aivallabletci 'cthgm,. for example, hatypthematics eachers have,

go!Ehe jobs are there if they,are,1411ing to go to them.

ies Nto studegts.,...One respondent,
11'

, challenged the authors' assumption

diminishing %Ind submitted this' untypical.
/ 4' 7

:16
ti

tr.
oib

Three respondents expressed the4 elief.that preparation for teaching

social studies is a good backgrounefor a variety of people-reiated,
.

/
reers as well as for We itself, regardless of one's type:of employment.

.

4.2 if so, site several examples of alternate employment opportunitie

for teacher educatiog Students.

Oestion can be4dentified. Four respondentslmentioned employment in

business a'. goverment but cited no specific job categories; three.

mentio -other education-related jobs (substitute teacher, counselor,

teacher aide; media specialist, and positions with health agencies,

publishing firMs, adult education'programs,:correctionarinstitutions,

museums, and/art:galleries); four cited such fields as lay; public...
/ -

relations,/social services, social welfare, personnel; recreation, and

Three general types of responses to this

cOmmunicatiga.

Th 'fact that seven of.the twenty-one teache educators participating

in the /study did not responii to this question'suggeSts that many ehucators

eithe are unaware of'alternate employment opporrties.for their students

or d not consider the issue to be of.much importance. The comments of

many who did-attempt to answer the question.were vague and in some

instances ambiguous.

4.3 In your institution, has the shrinking job market stimulated

any creative thinking,about the development and delivery. cif-education in

social studies, grades K-12? Give examples. With few exceptions, the

responses to this question were discouraging.. More than half of the

respondents reported that very little or nothing h been done

13
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.....

iT'itut lnally tc'ereatlively respond to the job problem in the socia
.

,
studies. 'hose respondents whp answered in the sfftimative,cil such

s i
instituqt_mal responses as lirang prospective'social studies te" 4010,,:c

)

..

lt
----...

4----, 1 . ,

*select.as their second field a.high'demant'area Vest example, letias:;), \ X i .

46ff6ring service colirses tailored to the,needs of teachers is, c 4

%'-'

A,

Apchool diftricto, assisting in thewbperaeirmof teach04pc t

and4fering new social studies4COure0g.afthe graglnate leve.-

tees.
4,--,

. .
,

;(-. Perhaps-thetwo most provocative ,and" pr ieing ideaS' advanced by'ttie

'7 el. . ft. "

reepondenis -(1)
;,-

Oreating-studen ter 14.(ps with -fecal businesses,

a\ Andustiies, a Otvernmental.agencigdjand 2) encouraging students to

.pursue dual academic majors (in educatiorr-1,,gbvernmert Political .

science or in education and business)., thus expanding the potential job

-.opportunities a liable upon graduation. For the most part, however, the

respond' is revealed that .:heir institutions had adopted a "head in =he

_sand' s. _e toward the compelling need to respond creatively and

vigon.usly the problems created b; the shrinking job ma:ket.

f.1 DO you regard new content in the social s4iee--e.g., ener

.

5.0 New Content-. in Social Studies

studies, ecology, law education, career education,,consumer education,
\..'

1 ,

.11.12d global' educationas an Opportunity or a detriMnt in your social

studies courses and orograms? Please. explain. Responses to this question

were mixed. Eight t,acher educetOrs saw-new_content as_both an opportunity

and a detriment, whi_e nine .regarded it as positive and four as'negative:

The followini- commer.:s re --Tical of those volunteered by respondents who

viewed new'c:ntent -1th ambivalence.

'The new :apical re a li sly and sprightly opportunity

for as, and they lenuin excite many of my students.

Bu: i honestly do=_ t know if hindering or

increasing their opportunities, for employment. I

personally don t know many principals who are Saying

these days, "What this job description requires is

a strong driorIty on the ability to teach in our

global education ?rogram.".

Some [of he new topics] ought to be integrated into

.socteI studies programs; others ought not to be. 'I

worry about social studies becoming a catchall area

rather than. a carefully defined' :area.

The-advantage is that these are current topics of

great importance. However, the danger is that some

14
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individdalg focus on these4opics aid miss the ht-,rti .

of the social studies.-/qThese new t9pical.giveikety ,

ritple atteAtion to problem aolliing aoplicationsef
gerei.ali'zatfbas;gr integration of t4,_ socyarsciences. %: ../7),

\ 7% . 4% V , .. '....1"y ,,-. .

, se res7ndel!tspholdispleyed appore pos_ciVe attitude lward the
- .

T

.s.,_ new studies_covent resse#,the belief.that it made the;soci01 --4.--A

studies
I, -,,,r^ t-atudies more meanin 1 agrrelevant to students. One respondentwrpte:

.. ') .10,
. We brie ne considerableiworkoth%undergraduate,i,

, anegraduate levels with suci content. New content' .

has ptovided, ehe opportunity 'to make social' studies/
A ,emore eaningful and to encoUrage- inquiry and probled:

solv fp, Everywhere. we are figliang9kht stranglehold

.7

fr t e textbook. .-Je seem able-to. encourage a break- -..?-
.'a ay when current problems and needs appeal to

, .._

\ teaGhers and pupils.
,k

It\is interesting to note thatwh

%cthis

respondent,belleved,that

.*tthe new content provided opportunities r inquiry and problem - solving

activities, one of his colleagues hadtsthntfcized the new content because
it did not pinmote such activities.

Other-posltive'effecEs were also identified. Three respondents

expressed the view that the neintentiwould en ab1,7 social studies

educators to-attractmore-s:uden6; another felt that zhe new contet:

would enable the social studies t break:away froM the social sciences;

still another felt that the content could revitalize the social studies:
#)

"Content in any field must be cht_aging for that f d to be alive and

progressing: Without nest _ontenT an .dies."

-The need for achievin-: balance and co erence in the field of social

studies vas cited or alluaed to by many respondents. Typically, the-'

indicated tha,_ although t new content... presented a welcome opportum_:-,

it was not always easy to :fit the new content into a balanced, compre-

hensive program.

The fditr%respondents who regarded the new content as detrimen_

their work in. the social szudies expressed-concern over zae need for

getaining the purity of the social sciencss. Accprding to one respondent,

"[The new 6Ttent] detracts frothe objectives of social studies and

makes it imposiible,to cover thewterfront." In'the same vein, anotheert.

respondent wrote:

This cohtinual "bandwag nine of the enthusiasm of
the moveMent gives credence .to the arguments of those
who say that social studies really lacks any substance.

15 4. ,
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s ,

Zonsehri't Change of-prograwemphapislkenderb inoperative,
.

>-..setrY--kInd of loni7tedevelopment of-scope' seodOnce,

'4. .- I. /
, J'Y.

,OtheP reLppndentWexpressed A related concern: the tendency of their

.

Collea hdisCriminatelAitidd Suchitoptenes to
)
,their courseapwfthout

. .

corbldering4ts #hrpose., One respOndepNialleg

-le *Often-iillese%'are-iiot newCon&ent,Ausf new emphases,
&ag,the goals for,".teachinVfleni 04p* less. themeand)
11F411 sometimes as fuzzy as for the oc:ial studies 7 t

Itself.. Hence it reinforces the notion that social '---

f:studiga id or ca
eurricuipm catch

0

1-

e'anything'and nverVhing--a

na programS been aYfected by%th,i0 new
.

en of the respopirents,-=-

indicated'elat they .a're' intOt.por.:=ing the new eantent to tgeirprograms
.4'

'and/or course; of these:respOndaats, elevenrsported that the content is .

,

being,' added primarily ,to existing coursg'and'five,reported that-the content

is being taught through new graduate courses, institutes, and workshops.

According:

4
o one- elementary social studies teacher edUcator:

.--- 7

How (ay's. ycicourses
#

social stOdies ,content?' Give. specific S

and

t the undergraduatelevel,- we have specific units

in career education; energy, ecology, global, educa-on,
multicultural eduontion, values education, etc.
These segmentsate necessarily limited indepth,' bu:
they.do generate considerable student enthUsiasm.

Another respIldent. reported that she is teactlinga course about
. A

that her colleagues have taught courses.on other new topics. Others

women,

indicated that they, present the new content as 4J1qmes that can be dealt

With, using strategies generic to wide -7ariety of topics

6.0 Multicultural E Ucation

4Se6.1 How do you scribe multicultural educatiOn as :_t relates to the

social studies.? There was a high degree of commonality in the responses

to this question. Several respondents qualified their - answers by noting;'

that the questionnaire did not provide sufficient space for their comments

or that the question.was too broad. Following is a typical response: -
.

Multicultural education is . . . a two-faceted

phenomenon. On the one hand, it seeks to)develop a
sense of self-v1th in students who themselves are.
masibers of'a noahjority culture. On the other hand,
it attempts to build a sensitivity for and an
appreciation of contributionp of nonmajority cultures
on the part of students who themselves.ar4 not
members of A nonmajority culture:

0-c
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Uti )m Other difinitions of m tic ltural education eihraced. global
,

-g'
e

,-v
. d ,*

Oeducgicin, Cultural plurgliSm4vt eineda eb.mitagate eth40t4ntrism, Inf
, 4 .

he-contriguRou of the slasial scienceil Without exception), 4111,4 ',

respondelcsreactedbto4multicultural Ad& tidh ina positive way a d

acknowledged its fundamental importancse n the sociak. studies
.

6.2 04' k'inds of-opportunities or problelphave been created by
._,, src

0 , at .. ;. 7.*--- ' 1 t ...

dmhitibuit-r for y6ur social studies courses or programs?
1

. ',
.

-\
.> -Please give examples: Of .the 19 respoiffs who answete4 t4s-queation,

A

1 I,

313.100 cited pportZnit ek. 14is. is= surprising- Since 'all 21 respondents:
.

-,.

t ,k: / . % .

i.

ihad prevics ositively(64tultiethnic-education
,

.(question 6. a diserepancY'exia,ta-between theihiI4s6pladal

reacted very
a

PresumOly
0. '

". 0-
e.-convictions and'Ttlie actu$1 experiences of/ the resPOhdelts:

AMong the opportunities cited for social studies 'cot,Oses andlproavis

created 'by multj.ethnic education were these:k

We live in.i state heavilyTopulatedby Spanish
Americans.

For several years our school ha:Ilad a very active
department-of:multicultural education.-

We have:,14een fortunate to have two recent Ph.D.
graduates who have,Offered.leadership to programs,
in multicultural ellucation.

.

We have-used this interest to encourage family , e

histories, oral histories, and cross-generational
and cross-cultural(thematic. units.

Discussions, simulations; prob em-Solying:41.1eramas,
etc.-among Orien41, black, Chicano, and Wasp
students about issues of race, religion,. polities,
and abortion are being expanded.

;Field work and research projects for students
being designed and implemented.

Students have-shOwn..less resistance to learning about
multicufturalist. ,

Those respondents who7Cited problems created by multicultural

are )

-edUcation foi social studies courses and programs

"balanced"-inatructional materials, instructional

courses as well as the difficulty of creating and

activities-wHICh yield positive outcomes.

r "7.0 Exceptional Students

7.1 Are you making any pr

mentioned the lack, of

time, and appropriate

using.ingtructional

visions in your social studies'courses or

programs for the teaching. of social studies to students with learning

17
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_;A0010!disatalipie# wh;; may have been Maiiipereamed-into regulae clasbest or

r
, , -

.

, \ cexceptional studentg/ivho may.halik beep 45pntified a's gilltecl.or hanlicapped?.
,,4 ,

Fifteen of the'raeny-one rAppldent§.indicated that try and their % ',.

A4 .i. . . . ., . Y. .,.. .. "'

cones ueswere attempting to intorpordteiintheirr..gensral teacher -,7 '

)-.;--

of
'774;., .

-,, , ii.

educat on prograMs'provisions, for meeting tfie needs or excep4opalsr*
. ,

or 3/. 4s ...

''' i ittbde bue...only.four indicated that such program changes 'had actually ,,

.occUr.red at their institutions. Typ;f'ally','"'these Progra4-chang s consist ° .

As
. 4 1"ts 0

, ,-\ , .

pf teluiring 41 tigacher education ilituipents to'take,a-Eours47.on instream-
.

-. .. k\, / 1. 7 !, P

.
144 or "eiceptikial children o/ to ParticipatO in apprbpriate iel.d.'r

-/...
) N

.4:04eriencps., A114qur
a
restroitclentwha reported change 6 Indic ted) that

.16
. .4

rN, -

thPnew.requirements.had iseeli)mandated by.their respectiyestate de-ritie
ilk . i

- - ' meats df edutation, .
. \

..

. .,.

/......

'

1 -. .
I' V.significant to not that only three of the respondents dieee

, , a

imeci is instances to which social studies ProgiaMA.had been reVided. with ?,
.. .

A view toward meeting the needs of exceptional studentd*i either handi-.
s

capped or gifted. Indeed, several respondents apologize& for their

fhaction4in this regard.
d

1.2 4f you'irdVi the needs of exceptional students in your

courses and programs-in sociajgddies teacher elication,- uid god.

describe these prdvisions and/oraftaCh illustrative materiar? Only

five persons responded to °this question. Two described the basic charges
a.

given to interdisciplinary faculty development teams at their respective,,

institutions; the other three described units on exceptional.children that
0

had been added.to their social studies methods courses a.

One- respondent described certain obStacles that limited his ability

to deal with' problems related t o teaching social studies to ,exceptional

children:
4

.

.

I. require students to.develop activities (nonteaching
approaches to social. studies, etc.) that attempt to
respondto the needs/abilities of exceptional students.

eThe sp ial education folks have joined the reading
folks n generating the mystique that they can and

know how to deal with such,individuals, so the ,

prospect of Umerdisciplinary apprOaches'is limited-7 r-,
especially in tight of the'

,

erritoriality already,

established. '

.

8.0 Competition With Other School Subjects :60 4

8 is there evidence in your institution's progra s tha't sbcjal

studies is given a losvar_priority than reading, language arts,, mathematics,
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. and scie130e7 Ifsc?, how does sSbiaj ;studies-Tank itis--..1--vis,thesq othele,

'subjeqts, AlOpue(sswent -respondents indicated thatrsocial studies

wzded a rower prboFity at their.insatl(iims than(mostotber School.

. z

blects, they differed WithlirespeCk totAg position` 'this Ublect 3 !'s Y

vis-A=Vis other-sdbS: Six rISPOridents-SaldipthetSoital,studie was at
.....

r'the btttom in ermsef priority; three others said it Awaequal-

, 1. rt C
. %I.

...

is repatted:that eAing 'ias given top, '.

i. lx
.. ,

;$

ik.
.:-'' .. staffs to host Other chool: subjects; nine' r'aied it as low, but not. at

7 k .

4fthetrtlp.:-,-,0. s.

...Vs
clfryt)ically tike respon

"1/
or ,.'priority, mathematics wa second, nerraii; arts was ,third, and science .

, .

9r 4r .

..
....:4

' and,,,socia/ studies we're tied for fourth place. Some respondentA , r'

indicated that at their institutions physic education and the fine arts
1

. y ranked higher than-social studies and science.
t".... .

.

-.'. * I

Obviously, the'movement back to the so-called. basics has played a
. .

,7"

4

.

i

major role.. in elevatinkihe,teaching of reaeng to

it prently occupies and in relegating the social

position in the elementary school and, in teacher,,

Yet it is interesting,to note that several res

reasons to this phenomenon at their institutions.. Some of these reasons.,,-

the pr :vent position

to 'a minor

aining institutions.

ndents ascribed additional

a /- -

are sOggestedby the fallowing mments:--,

Competition is less between SU jects than 4tween
. funding for professors.

-If we had a more cohesive fact'
mpre' clout.

ty, we would hav6A-

Reading instruction is legiSlated n our state].

re is a lack of.social studies, materials [at
our .institution]. The library' has not been kept
current. Neither has the material resources center:

8,2 Has competition among school subjects affected your own coursest.:

, Aaqdprograms in social studies? specific. ,Two- thirds of the '

respondpnts alleged, that their teacher education programs had not been

..significantly affected by competition between curriculum areas. The-,

other third believed thattheir'Courses,and programs'in socialstudieS
, .

being adversely affectad.by subject competition., citing the fcAllowing

Atoms:

--College,administrators tend toshow favaritigm'fo the'fields of

read4g, matliematies, and language artsby..givingthese areas more
.

faculty and mare- tesi;surcdp:



--;Unddrgraduates,are required to take fewer courses in the social

studied and social sciences.

.---Enrollient in education courses in the social studied (and in

'Science) is low in compaiison'to methods' courses in reading, mathematics,

and language arts.,

--The time devoted to teaching social studies in the elementary grades

is dWinilling, particularly im.the early'grades.

8.3 .Row have.you responded to sChool sUbjear competition? Describe
J

Course and program Changes and/or attach illustrative material. The

responses Ito this question were almost uniformly discouraging. Only one-
. .

fifthrCsf the respondents indicated that they were attemi.ting to respond'

to sChooI subject- matter competition. :These responses included strengthen-

ing course offerings`in social 'studies; offering special insetvice'courses

and workshops to meet specific needs in-local school districts, attempOng.
,

. to .integrate the social studies with other curricular areas, and,disdaMi

nating data on students'AnOwledge of citizenshipAas revealed by recent,

,.National Assessment of Educational Progress tests).

Equally discouraging is the fact that less than 'half of the respondents

appearedto acknowledge competition between school subjects as a problem

The following.comment may reflect the,feelinga-of some.of,these respondents:,

I scream a great deal. I sometimes cry. Mostly I
4eep'talking at faculty and department meetings. I

have accepted the responsibility of institutional 4

coordinator for . Maybe I can have some
influence that way.

9.0 .Competency -Based teacher Certification'

9.1 Is your state -moving toward teacher certification based on.

competency achieVement rather than on course or program competition?

Nine of the twenty -one respondents reported that there was definite

movement in their states toward competency -based teacher certification;

three reported indications of movement in this direction; rthe, other nine

said that there was no perceptible movement. The observations of one

respondent aty be dascriptive,of the climate that persists in many states:.

:ITheke has been] Jots of talk, but nothing too
subitantive from my perspective. I think some

enthusiasm has'dwind/ed after early cost estimates
came in at an astronomical level` Also, the

. r
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experiences in Florida are perceived here,to bave
been an utter disaster.

.Most of the reqpondents ventured the opinion that, in view of the

financial and logistical problems associated with teacher certification

based on competency achievement, their states and teacher- training

institutions weire either takinge wait-and-seg'attitude or were moving

slowly;albeit gingerly; in that direction. Course or program completion

still seems to be the matkr factor in telCher-certification, as reported

by slightly more than'half of the respondents.

.9.2 If your answer (to question,9.1) is yes, please describe

directions and timetables in your state. Only three respondents described

plans in their state for implementing provisions Cyr teacher certification

based on competency achievement; all three were employed by.teacher-.

training institutions_in'Georgia. Their descriptions of new procedures

for teacher, certification are quoted here:

All beginning teachers.are required to'demonstrate
behavioral competence for-a team of examiners in
order to b4,,certified. '[This] goes into effect
aboUt,19801'

All new prograMs submitted to the state'should be
1competency-based. [Beginning] teachers are

temporarily certified and.then evaluated on the
job. Certifying,tests are being developed.[and]
student teachers will be evaluated next year [1979].

9.3 How do you think competency7based.teacher-certification will

affect .your social studies courses and programs? Of the eighteen.

respondents who answered this question, seven thought that competency-
.

based- teacher, certification would have little effect on social.studies

courses and programs, four expressed ambivalence, and seven appeared to

believe that only negative effects would be produced by this development.

'Those respondents who viewed competency-based Certification in 4.

positive light cited these advantages:
.

- -It enables teacher educators to clearly state. their course

objectives.

--It improves precision of instruction..

--It prAides an opportunity' to individualize instruction and to

reexamine program goals.

The following comments-are'typic4 of /those expressed by respondent's

who believed that-competency-based teacher certification would have
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negative consequences:

It will probably encourage us to teach to the test,
once.we discover what's on the test!

I think it will be deathly. It will,.at least, be

extremely dull. .

9.4 Does competency-based certification represent a problem or, an

opportunity for social studies teacher education courses and programs ?,

Why? Of the seventeen teacher educators who answered this question,

seven regarded competency-based certification asa problem, five sawit
_ .

as an opportunity, and five perAived it as both a problem and An

opportunity. Those who regarded it as a problem expressed conce about

the difficulties inherent in evaluatingteacher competence in g al and

_social.studiee teaching competence in particular and about the de umAnizing

effects of_such an approach to evaluation. Following are several of the

comments expressed by respondentt:

Requirements foretudent.evaluation seem too harsh
[and] require too much time. I'th for reasonable
and reasoned accountability,, but I fear that'the
"movement" it [going too far] in our state.

It is appropriate for rats and pigeons, hot for

thinking human beings.

The model.i.s all wrong. Teaching is an art, and
competency-based teacher education comes frOm the
business-and-industry tradition. .

[It.is]..more a problem than an opportunity in that
the prescriptive nature of such a legalistic approach
is a detriment to future change.

It represents another hurdle, a lot.of paper work,
and doesn't give enough benefits to warrant' the
effort.

-[It is] an opportunity to get our act together, to
emOhalize critical teaching competencies, to develop
scope and sequence in content, appreciations, and

skills.

I think that it is something of an opportunity..
From my perspective, social studies instruction
has suffered from lack of clearly identifiable

objectives. Whi , -11 may, not agree wit)i some

objectives'that may be described, I think the
,process of identifying them may lead to some much-
needed cohesion in the field.
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1.0 What's Happening in Your InatU

According to a majority of the ifeacher educators who responded to .

the queStionnaire, the most importantirends in elementary social studies

teacher education at their institutions (in declining order of frequency)

were (1) roved teaching methods, (2) 'Siiiided field/experiences, (3),

declining enrollment, and A4) new efforts to integrate instruction in

elementary.social studies with reading, language arts, scienCe, and other

fields. These effortg.to improve the qualiWof instruction in'elementary
- ,

social studies classes 4te.commekdable, for they suggest that the

respondents are aware..)the importance ofconstantly seeking whys of
.

making the social studieb.Amora meaningful,more teachableto prospective

and inservice teachers.

Not so encouraging was evidence (reported by one-fifth of the

respondents) attesting to a perceptible decline in enrollment in social

studies courses. That-a relatively small fraCtion of the respondents

cited this as an Important trend is a bit Surprising, in.vieig of the

national trend toward declinienrollment In teacher education courses.

Presumably, four-fifths of the ?respondents did not ptrceive declining

enrollments at.their institutions to be of great consequence.

. Major issues iielementary social studies teacher education at

respondents' institutions included suchlodal concerns as teacher

certification requirements, faculty rewards and incentives for ,

participating in field-based-prograMs, and college admission requirements

for undergraduates. That very few respondents cited or alluded to.issues

related to the current or future'status of their elemen4py social-
.

0 studies programs is perplexing, in view of the fact that in other parts

of the questionnaire the respondents expressed great concern about the

immediate and, long -range effect's of declining enrollment, the "back to

basics" movement, and the low status accorded the social studies, at their

institutiOns.

The responses to the question about important local needs in

elementary social studies teacher education reflected profound inconsis-

tencies in philosophy. ...Although the most frequently cited need,was for

.greater coordination and cooperation between individual social studies
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faculty members within curricular areas and between local school diStricts

and institutions of higher education, there was a definite lack of agree-

ment about other topics. Some respondents indicated a need for providing

students with more coursework in the social sciences, while others requested

more methods courses. Some asked for more students in their classes,

while others wanted, tougher screening and admission requirements for

teacher education students. Less pressure publish-was wanted by_some

-respondents, while more time for research and writing was desired'by others.

Not mentioned by any respondent was the, need for helping graduates

to secure positions in education. The fact that these teachers educators

did not regard this as a Rressing need -- despite intense competition in the

job market - -was 'surprising.

Two types of promising programs and practices.identified by tespondents.

were (1)-various combinations of field-based and in-class experiences.and .

-(2) inservice programs stressing economics education, multicultural studies,.

law-focused education,..and a variety Oi.new graduate and/or inservice

courses, workshopsisnd seminars', offered either independently by:the
-

'respondents' institutions or jointly with otherun/versities,and school

districts,:, While we.epplaud these innovations, we fear that some', perhaps

many, will at best provide temPOrary solutions to .the long-term problems

treateeby declininlenrol nts, .Concern about the." ck.to-basics"

movement; and the general d ine in- interest'i ,.thesocial studies.

2'0 Enrgileini.-

*itW'severrooki',11441-e'eio.i.01011.4 pondent5 reported gradual declines

in enrollment in il.ementartioUfaasgudiegcioilirgektaught at the under-

. ,
2.-,;4:i.c;,`:',`.;: .

graduate level and-Mori-talad-cle*1 sis'An-,:!gatoilMen.e.-Incourse6 at the

graduate and inservice. VAAPOY,,:egtblithent'at the undei-
,

r.

graduate level' was reported.to,be Stahle",at a few institutions and

actually increasing at one. ,

Two circumstanCes may be operating to temper the effects of the down-
.

ward trend in enrollment at some institutions: ,(l) the pendency ofenroll-

Ment in undergraduate social studies'cOurses to bottot put or stabiliie

following a'decline and (2) the creation of successful inservice programs

offered jointly by colleges and universities, teacher education centers, .

local school districts, consortia of school districts, and state depart-

mints of education. These .endouraging signs suggest that some elementary

24
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socialsstudies teacher educators are willing t.0 explore alteimative

programs and workcooperatively.with other agencies toward the common

goal of improving prdsetvice and inservice instruction in theteaching
")0of social studies.

Although most respondents acknowledged that both problems id
i

opportunities were created for teacher educators by declining 'sent
enrollment atithe institutions, few of them regarded-this-phenomenon

as a major calamity. Indeed, some respondents maintained that declining

enrollments were forcing them and their colleagues 4o revitalize their

teacher eduction programs in elementlily social sdadies, to expand their

clientele, and to become, more responsive to the needs of classropm

teachers. Some respondents who regarded declining enrollment as a

potential threat to their teacher education programa-said that curtailment
4

of courses 'and programs at their institutions had not become so severe
At

as to threaten faculty job security.(
. .

3.0 Back to the-Basics

There was'no consensus among the respondents regarding what

constitutes the "basics" in social studies. This finding did not

surprise the authors fox two reasons: first, there is little agreement

among either educators or the general public as to what the term "basics"

actually denotes; second, the "back to basics" movement has focused on

reading and mathematics, not on the social. studies.
A

The fact that ,there was very little congruence in the,tres0Ondentst.

definitions of the "basics" suggests that social studies educators may be

encountering profound difficulties in responding to,the "back to basics"

'movement. Unless social studies teacher educators acknowledge the power-

ful role that advocates of,the"basics" are playing in shaping elementary

school curricui:a, attempt to redefine elementary social studies curricula

in terms -of their basic and essential elements, and communicate these

changes to educators and parents, the social studies will'lose its now-

tenuous position in the elementary schools.

4.0 The Shrink& Job Market

If there continue to be insufficient teaching positions for recent

college and university education graduates, it would appear that teacher

educators in general and those who specialize in social studies teacher
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education in particular should be helping t ir students make plans for

alternative employment. Although many respondents indicated that they

made general recommendations to their'istuden& about alternative employ-

ment in buiiness, industry, public service, and government, few said they

were able to suggest specific jobs for which their social studies teacher

education students were qualified.
I

The majority of respondents said that their institutions were not

attempting'to assist education graduate4 in securing nonteaching jobs.

Thus, it appears that at most institutions the burden of helping graduates

find emPlAYment-reAS primarily on a faculty that appears to possess

minimal knolkadge about alternative opportunities.

5.0 New Content in Social Studies

Most respondents indicated that new content in the social. studies

(for example, the studles,of energy, ecology, law, career education,

consumerism, and globalism)i4as both anopportunityand a detriment.

Typically, chose respondents who viewed this new content primarily as

an opportunity maintained that such topics as energy, ecology, and law

made the social-studies more exciting and meaningful for:stuelents. Those

who'regarded neseconterit primarily as a detriment alleged that much of it

violates the ,fundamental objectives of social studies instruction and.

exacerbates the "catchall" reputation of the subject area.

One would-expect social studies teacher educators to view new content

from.a.variety of perspectivesreflecting.differing*Philosophies of; the

social studies. Somewhat surprising, however, was the widespread concern

,(expressed: by a majority of'the respondents) about the need to preserve

the "purity" of the social'studies.' Traditional social studies contenti

as taugfit, in the elementary grades, has consisted oila variety of.topics,

often bearing little organic relation. to each otherjtd often far removed

conceptually from.the life space of students. To a ge that the ddition

of new social studies content violates the purity of the field, when in

fact no such purity exists, implies a narrow, provincial view of social

studies--one that refuses to acknowlege that the new content, if properly

taught, might enable social studies to survive in our elementary schools

and in teacher education programs. Although these authors readily

acknowledge the dangers inherent in indiscriminately adding new content,

26
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they would, hope that social studies educators would be willing to

experiment. with new content before summarily condemning it.

6.0 Multicultural Education

T4e-respondente definit ons of multicultural education were

remarkably similar. Nearly all1 stressed the importanis of developing

in students'fgelings of self4worth, sensitivity to and apprecidition

for the integrity of both their own cultural antecedents and those of

otherts, and positive feelings about all of humankind. Almost without

exception, the respondents reported that' multicultural education occupied

a prominentposition in theiY elementary social studies teacher education

programs.

Despite the high priority the respondents Laid yiley accorded,multi-
i

cultural education, however,, only half described specific opportuniXies

that this area of study created for their social studies courses and/or

programs. Opportunities for teacher education students to study them-

selves,''thett, peers, and a wide variety of ethnic "others"; to become

involved in field research; and to evaluate, create, and use multiethnic

instructional materials were among those cited. With few exceptions,

such opportunities involved making changes in existing courses; not in

teacher education grograms.gordingly, the authors conclude that there

ap ears to be a discrepancy between the words and profeiseed actions of

the respondents:, more of Oese,social studies teacher educators expressed

positive attitudes .toward incorporatingoelements,of multiethnic education

into their courses and programs than appeared to be translating their

beliefs into reality.,' Thp finding suggests that some -- perhaps many-7

respondents may be reluctant or unable to give this vital area the
,

emphasis thfit it deserves.`

The major problem cited by the respondents was that of providing

'balanced and, proportionate treatments of minority groups -and incorporating

multiethpic content into their,,socialstudies clasSes. Many of the

respondents theMselves,acknowledged that they were,not in fact attempting

to deal with this Issue.
,

7.0 Exceptional Students

Although most .respondents recognized the need in teacher education

Lurses for-content on teaching exceptional students in elem tar}
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clam40(ms, very few '(four of twentx=one respondents) indicated that they

and their'peers were-actually providing such content: The finding that

few teacher educatiOU programs require students to take courses in main-

streaming or inteaching exceptional children is not surprising, ven

that the implications of Public,Law 94-142 and of state legislatlo

governing'preserviCe apd inservice edudation for teachers of mainstream/

students are °still in the process of being

stat7s have not as ye enacted legislation

changes in teacheeteducation programs that

Most resporidents appear, to have become r

spelled out. Indeed, most

which clearly specif1'es t

will need to be made. Mean

onciled to a "wait-and-See"

position.

In the authors' opinion, the respondents' acknoWledged inactivity in
ift

regard to developing programs tostgelio,preservice teacher pepare to deal

with exteptzional students appears to be symptomatic of a greater problem:

the reluctance of teacher educators to anticipate impending dethands on

them and to boldly take the initiative in responding to these demands by

making appropriate adjustments in their courses and programs. The

elementary social studies teacher educators who responded to the authors' .

questionnaire probably are not exceptional, and their willingness to

.1

temporize when faced with impending developments initeacher education is

perhaps inqicative ora malaise that T,well be more prevalent in the

social studies than in' ny other curriculum area. I.

8.0 Competition With Other School Subjedts
\

SOcial studies is not effectively com

at the respondents' institutions. Almost thout exception, the respondents

reportedthat the social studies ranked elow reading, mathematics, and

language arts and approximately equal With or slightly higher than science,

physical education, and the fine arts.' in general, social'studies.appears

to be competing slightly more successfully at the undergraduate level

than at the graduate and inservice levels.

9

ting with other schol subjects

Surprisingly, several respondents affiliated'with institutions the&
r

have ong enjoyed national reputatign's for their research and -deveiopment

efforts in the field of social studies revealed that'at their own
a '

institutions elementary social studies was accorded low priority.

Presumably_ this phenomenon can be ascribed to the, tendency of faculty
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,assigned -to specially funddd research and developmentivjectS to ope

iwisolation from facUlty assigned primarily to teaching and student.

advisement r es. Moreover, the authors' rsonal experience suggeststhit,afterefforts expired-,-Aost621

iollege and university administrators are reluctant to commit ingtitional

funds to theik continuation; however well-intentioned and successful-they -

are, such projects ten4 to be phased out or to be allbwed to self-destruct.

If isalso surprising that two-thirds of

that. their courses and programs in elementary
.

affected by competition between the

pridrities attached bp he social studies at their institutions. the

authors are reluctant to b this assertion as shortsighted, unrealistiO,

.or inaccurate, because the respondents obviously are in a better position

than the authors to assess conditions of e institutions. It appears

11141y, however; that if.eUrollInent in teache education course and

programs continues to decline, and if the status of social studies viS-

grAvis the so-called basic subjects:continues to deteLpkate, institutions

of higher education will be inclined to allocate fewer and fewer human

and physical resources to social studies at the preserVice and inservice

.levels. The consequence is obvious: the social studies will continue to'.

the respondents reported

teacher education were not

subject areas, despite the lOw

decline in importande. The fabt that very, few respondents indicated that

-,,they%yereettempting to4vigorously respoDdo school subject,competitioh

.reinforces' this gloomy prediction.

9.0: Competency-Based Teacher Certification

Slightly more than half of the respondents reported that in their

states there was a perceptible movement toward competency-based - teacher

certification. Few respondents, however, indicated that their

institutions had actually established this type of 'certification program.

Most respondents said that the pros and, cons of this approach were being

carefully explored.

For the .most part, the respondents were uncertain aboui what effects

competenCy-based certification would have on programs in elementary social

studies teacher education. Some expected a few positive effects; a few

foiesav few effects o significance; others predicted only negative

consequences. The tenor of these' predictions appears to reflect the
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,general

changes

willingnes8.61 MakM

Perhaps these feel

is on the decline at

ateitudes displaired by_respondents and these and other proposed

in.timeher edndati66:.apathy and,resignatiOn,

best Aliliatever -changes are thrust upon them.

are symptomatic of why elementary Social studies

t of the respondents' institutions
a.

coupled with a.

O

t

a
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IT. SECONDARY SOCIAL 'STUDIES TEACHEICEDDCATI7'

Eighteeh of the 23 persons contacted at the secondary level- i A
,(>

completed and returned the survey questionnaire. This represente a

78.3-percent return. Findings for the nine question areas are re iewed

in this sections followed by.the authors' conclusions.

Findings

1.0 What's Happening in Your Institution?

studies teacher education in your.inititution. In descending ord rof.
4

frequency, the,four major trends in secondary social studies teacher

education, according to the responses, were (1) declining enrollment

(ten), (2) broader certification patterns (seven), (3) expanded'field-

baSed instruction (five), and (4) addition of new content (four).

ACcording to this survey, declining enrollment t the undeigraduate

level was the most significant issue in secondary so Lai studies teacher

education. Ten of the 18 respondents, registered this concern. In a few .

nstances, the enrollment decline was associated.ditectly:with such

corollaries as 'oss of respect foi the field in'general and 'the allocation

1.1 BTiefly describe the two most important trends in socia

le7317fE7ciftryljttime to social studies education..,

In an effort to make. social studies undergraduates more employable

and ease the problem of dwindlirig enrollment, several institutions have

developed broader certification programs. In some cases this meant a

hift from separate subject certification in histoty, political science,

geo aphy, sociology, etc. to broad field certification in the social

studies. The single exception to this was the creation of,a separate1

certification ptogram in psychology at one respondent's institution.

Where social studies certification already existed, students were being

urged to take a double-majorone major in social studies and the other

either in a related area (for example,hisory) or in an entirely

different-area. A third pattern reported was encouragement of both

secondary and elementary certification in social studies.

Among'the program trends most -often reportedby respondents was

expansion of field-based;opportunities for teacherNtrainees. Efforts
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were under way:at many institutions to deVelop a closer relationship
..,

between tamp:El-based instruction and teaching activities in school-based

settings for both the field-experience and internship portions of'the

training program. -`\,-,;

The trend toward introduction of new content was evidenced in relation- c

ship both to local needs (reading skills,"classroom manaiement, main-

streaming) and to national trends in law-related education, ecblogy, and
,,

global studies.
', .1

'')

s ,
A

In summary, the trauma created by the sudden drop in enrollment at
. ,

the undergraduate level app

"
ars to have brought at least a temporar halt

to innovative imAvemen sC in programs(:- Instead, social studies teacher
A

educators seem to be concerned more with bread and butter issues and about 1

,

proAting programs that still exist. The response of most institutions

appears to be one of relying on the tried and truefop example, broad.
.

4
field social studies certification -- rather than eiperimenting mith programs

and program components with high-risk elements that might accelerate the
4 ,

enrollment decline if they-were to fail. .

.-\

One institution reported, "There have been no important trends."

1.2 Briefly describe the two most important issues in social,

studies htititAiidh'teacer education at your institution. "The soc studies

program hail suffeved so," said one teachereducatorthat it's hard to
-\ ) ,

...

ideni"ifi issues acvually,,nncrer,considekatiOn2" Fully fifteen respondents'

reported thatsurvival was themajor issue in "their institutions.
"N.-- 4

Typical responses were: . su

Will the department survive?

Will we continue to offer social studies teacher
training? /

1

Survival!.

EmpNzment!

Will we have aerogram left to operate?

Is it importa t to educate teachers in special
fields such a social studies, science; etc.?

Declining enrollment created a cluster of survival issues that can

best be described as "psycho-philosophical."': For example.; the respondents
ots!

asked:

Shall we lower admisslonstandards?

Should we attempt to attract more students in a
depressed market? "

Alr
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Should we reduce.the program hours to make the
program more attractive?

16 amore- expensive field-bnsed.op!untion worth
the Cost?'. . ,

,

..

\
ikow4o we'wOrk with local districticeeds and .

..maintain our program'iptegrity?

The question of:vurviVarseemed also to be a question of control
-

teachtr training and certification.

Who shall decide on questions regarding ,

certificationtitle university,thp,state department,
Or teaCheis' organizations?

Should he control of social studies teacher
educAki n be lodged in'the department of secondary
education or in the department of history?

t ,

.Five respondents indicated that the control issue was important in
' ,

their institutions.
"i

.

Five teacher educators reported that competency-based teacher

education (OBTE) was an important issue in their institutions. One

person rased this important query about CBTE: "To what extent does-a___,_

'comPetency-based' prograt lead to the development of more capable teichera,

whiCh in turn will lead to improved achievement On the part of students?"

The respondent alsO asked: "To whit extent do field experiences prior to
studenOteachinsiresult in measurable differences in student teaching

performance.ot teacher attitudes? And, Oerefore, is It_worth the

additional investment of time and money?",,,Many.respondents pointed out
a.

that the time demands of CBTE can be enbrmads and-frustraii*,- espeCifilly

during a period of decl;Aing resources for social studies education.

What appear to be missing or at least minimized'in ale list. of issues

identified by respondents, most of which Are rooted'in the basic question

of survival, are the more7familinr.professional questions related.to

:AlOntentl learning theory`, teaching strategies, and thesociallhistori,411

foundations of social studies.' The responses seem to. revear a set-of

concernsiquite different from those reflected in presentations made at

meetings'of social studies professional organizations. Seldom, for ,

,

example, .does one hear discussed at professional meetings the kind of

ethical, issue described in. the folkOwin comment:

How serongly-can we advocate our program and
continue a passive role id advising, given' the
shrinkingjob market? We attempt to make-clear

33
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the current job situation . but for,the most part
not.go beyond recommendations in the placement and
advising of current and. foiier students.

1.3 .Briefly describe the .two mos important needs .in social studies

teacher education in your institution. Th'contrast to the general agree-
.

.ment about trends and issues,' the survey yielded many different responses

to the queatiOn'about important needs. These responses ranged from "more

1---84enitte," which begs the major questions, to such concrete need state-
.

ments as these:

To prepare' teachers to Ikeal with disadvantaged

students and emain creative teacherS in dis-

organized and estrictivsenvironmenta..

To write and ha approved a masters program in
secondary

4
educati n to provide graduate work fo.r

teachers in the me ropolitan area., ,

Colleleand university support for international
programs, ,

Three reapondents identified the need for grey commitments from

colleagues involved 'in preparing social stuaies tea ers. This need seemed

to be especially acute in institutions where the. training function resided

in the c011ege'of'arts and sa.ies rather than'in educatiot:

1.4 Briefly describe the two most promisingpractices/progrags in

social studies teacher education atyour inStitution. With 14 responses,

the most frequently mentioned promising practice or program was a greater

degree of involvement of .university,pertionnel.in actual'school situations.
.-

This, closer working relationship between'university instructors and class-

room teachers was based on expanded field-based instruction prior to the

methods class'ind stUcrent-,feaching, greater involvement of classroOm

supervisors in university course work and program development, and

increaseeemphasis by university personnel on local school staff develop-

-mpt activities. The following descriptions are typrcal of these

responses..

Experi nced teacher supervisors had the same meihods

cour [as-interns], and the preservice/inservice
team works with the profesthor for one full year s . .

[There was) much reinforcement of ideas and skills

over time.

Willingness of faculty to work with local school
,:districts--respecting their needs and concerns while,
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,`making the workshop or course go beyond parochial.
issues. Vacuity have worked in such areas as law
and economics and.seim to maintain a balance between
attending-to local needs and maintaining independent
standards. We do'this by making our position
completely explicit tfrom the beginning--including a
written agreement.

r

Another promising practice mentioned by iThree respondents was the

institution of training programs which combined elementary and secondary

students. Less frequently mentioned programs were (1) a social studies

.education program abroad, (2) a study tour program for experienced

teachers, (3Y greater.multieultural emphasis, (4)-blOck programs which

integrate methods, edttcational psychology; nd social foundations. with a

field-1;h:sed experience, (5) a laboratory approach to methods, (6) team

teaching, and (7) modeling 'T teaching techniques while teaching about

8°4;1 studies. I

In summary, the promising practices and-programs mentioned by

respondents at the secondary level were characterized mainly by efforts

to bring theory and practice together in,, the proving ground of a rl
'educational setting. It appeared that social studies teacher educatOrs

tryingtrying very hard' to practice what they preached.

2.0 Enrollment

2.1 Briefly describe the undergraduate, graduate, and inservice

enrollment trends in the social studies program at Our institution.

During the 1970s,, the bottom dropped out of undergraduate enrollment in

agcondarynocial studies teacher training programs.: The following

comments are typical of those made by respondents:

Short term-small decline., Long term--large decline.

Decrease.from 120
Q
(1971-72) to approximately 25

(1978-79).

Down sharply last year,.now'constant.

-Significantly-declined over the-past tlzree years.'

Drastic decline--ten years ago there were 500
undergraduate majors in social studies; this year
they were 50.

Down 50 percent in five years.

Down drastically from six to seven classes to about
two 'small classes .per year.

Not a single restidndent reported anA.ncrase in undergraduate enrollment.
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Enrollment patterns at tie beginning graduate level were more

variable, with trendi tied'to local conditions. Commuter institutions

serving urban areas appeared to have suffered less than residential

universities. located in rural areas.' Urban universities appeared to have

some enrollment advantage over rural-based universities, possibly because

teachers in'urban areas have more opportunities to hold down teaching.

jobs while attending a university at night and on weekends to complete

their graduate work. .However, this finding.was not uniform; some urban.

school systems appear, in effect, to have created their own:"universities"

rather than rely o existing university services:

Doctoral ptograms, generally stable in enrollment, were surviving

'by serving local school district needs and by recruiting an lincreasing.

number of.foreign students. One program, however, was reported to have

declined from admitting five'doctoralstudents each year to one in 1976.

And none. in 1977. By June,. none had been admitted in-1978:.

Although most doctoral programs, seemed to be holding steady in

enrollmento recruiting patterns had changed During the 1960s and early

1970s, many doctoral students.were recruitedinationallyvthese students,"
were likely to have had substantial academic and field experience with

national' curriculum projects. ,In all likelihood, the current practice

of recruiting locally and internationally for doctoral programs (i the

reports of our sample are accurate) will have a major impact on social

studies programs in'the United States during the 1980s.

Participation in.-)inservice training, staff development, teacher

centers, and workshops was one of the few growth areas reported by

respondents. Enrollments in'such activities were increasing, albeit

sporadically And unsystematically. The existence of funded projects,

such as,those suppprted by the National. Science Foundation and Taft

Institute, is no doubt partly responsible for this trend. Teacher'

education centers were also reported to be a-factor, especially where the

impetus for participation came from a state department of eduCation.

However, respondents reported that requests from local schbols often

did not Include social studies as a top priority. Several respondents

Commented that university bureaucracies and reward systems made it

difei6ult5for,laculty members to engage in systematic inservice work as

pa*of their assigned load. Most such work was done on a consulting or

overload'baSis.-
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Some optimism about inservice work was reflected in at least one
I

response: "We are just beginning an effort . . which'we believe will

expand this area greatly over the next two years."

One respondent from a major'state university located in a rural area

reported that"participation in inservice training was down drastically

as a result of increased competition from other state universities, most

of which were'located in urban centers.

2.2 If enrollment is declining in your institution, has this trend

affected social studies courses and programs? The enrollment decline has

nec ssitated a variety of belt-tightening activities, according to our

re pondents. With most teacher education programs supported by a full-

time-equivalent,(FTE) funding formula, fewer students mean fewer resources.

The most commonly reported reaction was to cut back on the number of

sections offered: .rather than offering a methods course.every semester,

for example, an institution would offer it every other semester. Another

reported strategy for ensuringa. sufficient FTE load was to have faculty

members pick up more student teacher supervision; in a few cases, faculty

members were requested to assume new teaching.responsibilities. One

respondent, on a more positive note, indicated that reduced' enrollment

had "increased our ability to individualize instruction ani ,rovide more

laboratory and field experiences. However, it does mean that less

interaction between instructors occurs."

Assuming that the authors' survey accurately reflects the situation,

at most institutions social studies teacher training programs have remained.

intact in spite of declines in enrollment. The quality of programs,

however, seems to have eroded--despite the lingering hope that fewer

students would provide an opportunity for improved programs. Some

faculty positions have been lost; remaining faculty members are doing

more field work (not by choice, in most cages); departments have become

dispersed and fragmented. Such s hardly the seedbed for program"

experimentation.

At best, declining enrollments seem to have created a holding

operation inmost programs. The prevailing tone of the respondents'

answers to this question reflected a wait-and-see attitude that

'occasionally bordered on slight panic. One experienced teacher educi4or

prediCted with.appatent trepidation that "more drastic adjustments are on

the horizon, but no one knows what they might be."
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It should be noted, however, that five of the eighteen respondents

indicated that the enrollment situation was not influencing courses and

programs Their reasons varied. In one case, social studies had never

been a separate degree track with its own special training program. In

another, the program has always been small and stable. Still another

involved an urban university that had not experienced a significant

enrollment decline. These are exceptions, however, to the general rule.

2.3 Does'declining enrollment represerKa prOblem or an opportunity

for social studies teachereducation,courses and programs? Ten respondents

indicated that declining enrollment was a problem. Only two saw the

situation ast6ssentially an opportunity. Four persons thought that the

problems and opportunities were about evenly divided and that the final

outcome would depend on future decisions. The remaining two respondents_./

were noncommittal.

The opportunities presented by declining enrollment most frequently

mentioned were individualization of instruction, more time for faculty

members to pursue professional growth in related. fields (reading, special

1

general curriculum, etc.), expansion of field rk, and

to devote more time and-attention to graduate/ins ice/staff
education,

incentives

development work.

Many of the problems created by declining enrollment were discussed

in item 2.2. One additional problem mentioned was that "social studies

_certification may be dropped from thSchool of Education and transferred

to the College of Arts and Science, where it will be offered as a service

f'

for their graduates."

One thoughtful respondent answered the problem vs. opportunity

question as folloWs:

For the most pa4t, declining enrollments are a

serious problem. When there are few students to
enroll,.:'cOhsideration of good courses makes little

sense. I suppose there is opportunity in the need

to hustle more, make courses more useful, etc.

Since most teachers around here have'masters' degrees,

teachers are less interested in paying tuition. More

schools are working up their own inservice programs.

University people can contribute here, but my own

university and others have not yet developed a

mechanism for making non-tuition-paying inservice

a regular part of staff load. Social' studies teacher

education can be carried on within a university and
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by outside-university channels. I myself do a lot
of consulting, special tasks in school workshops,
etc., but as "overload," not in the regular-program.

2;4 has declining enrollment affected your Own ability to bring

about changes in courses or progra47 (We are espec ally interested in

learning of any positive outcomes of declining enrollment.) Respondents

appeared to have difficulty with this question. .bpst answers were

abbreviated and added very little to what had been said before. Three

people, failed to respond. Four simply said "no" without explanation.

Two people referred back to previous comments. The'lack,of response to

this question may indicate the difficulty of seeing truly positive out-

comes from declining enrollments.

The few "positive" outcomes cited were frequently qualified with a

"however" or a "but",phrase. For example:

We were able to team teach methods--but we lose this
luxury next fall.

The individualization is a positive outcome. ...

But if there are so. few students that only one
person works with 10,Mthis cuts out a positive 01'

interactive situation.

Some responses were extremely.tentative, giving the impression of

considerable program uncertainty:

We are in the midst of a totaV college review, so
many of us hope that some significant shifts will
occur.

The School of Education is in the midst of trying
.to defineits mission and find a new dean.

On a more encouraging note, three respondents indicated that

decreased undergraduate enrollment had stimulated them-to be'more
lo

innovative at the graduate/inservice/staff development levels. One

observed, "Enrollment declines perhaps have triggered changes and -

program development which are long overdne."

3.0 Back to the Basics

3.1 flow do you define "back to the basics" as it relates to the

social studies? The respondents perceived the_phrgSe "back to basics"

as having at least three meanings in the field. Accord4ng to those

surveyed, the poilsible meanings of "the basics" as itocelates to social

studies are: (1) the " RS"--reading, writing/ and arithmetic--along

with seeing to it that tudents- behave themselves;' (b) solid contefit

(2)
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(American.history),- aversion to social issues and value clarification, no

electi;es, textbooks, higher parental expectations; and (c) inquiry, thinking,

valuing, and communication skills.

The respondents were careful to distinguish between "basics" as the

'term is generally used by the public (the "3 Rs" plus good behavior) and

basics in social studies. 'Ter respondents viewed basics in social studieg

as inquiry skill development and "crap detecting" a la Postman and

Weingartner.

3.2 What kinds of opportunities and/or problems'have been created.

by "back to the basics" for your own social studies program? Give specific

exampled, il/Possible. While nine respondents indicated that the "back to

basics" movement had created little or no impact of any kind on their

'
secondary training programs, many appeared to be coopting the trendn

J

support of their'own objectives.

For example, one respondent reported thatshe was able to teach

leading, writing; and speaking skills in(the context of inquiry and value

analysis lessobs And at the same time draw upon content from global'

fir

'

education, multiethnic education,.and law-related education. She was

capitalizing on the popularity of the "basics" movement: to promote

innovative trends in social studies. Another suggested that the field

adopt the slogan "forward to basics," which would enable social studies

educators to focus on the "real social studies basics: interpersonal

relationships, family, and child rearing."

Among the other examples of the impact of "back to basics" were

-greater concern with the relationship between rehding and the social

studies and more opportunities, to offer workshops and "overload" courses

for local feathers to enable the latter to,update their sells in

teaching reading. In one secondary program, "back to basics" had

precipitated ashift in enrollment away from social studies to mathematics

and reading. One respondent, taking an optimistic view of the long -range

impact of "back to basics," wrote:

In the long run, it [basics] ghould be beneficial;

a state-department of education study (1676-77)

found that.schools with higher levels of performance

on reading scores spent more time on social studies

and less time on reading drills. The data are still

being analyzed; watch for the report.
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In summary, the "back to basics" movement has been reinterpreted by

moat social Studies educators to support the ong-standing objecives of
.11

social-,stUdies in such skill areas as"thinki valuing,4and communication.
1 ,

I
4.0 The Shrinking Job Market

4.1 In view of the shrinking employment opportunities in,teaching,

are you personally able to suggest alternative employment to your

students?

4.2 If so, cite several examples of alternative employment

opportunities for teacher education students.' (These two questions have

been combined in order to report the data more effectively.) Nine of the

respondents indicated that they were doing very little, if anything, to

suggest alternative employment: Most respondents acknowledged that some-
,

thing needed to be done and reported feeling somewhat guilty because so

little was being done. For example, one respondent reported, "To be
.

honest, no. We talk about'it, but realistically I haven't much help to

offer."

Some faculty members said they were taking individual action to

recommend alternative employment in related human service fields, among

them social service, law, tanalrment, journalis insurance, education

in a corporate setting, recreation, adv tising, audiovisual production,

publishing, politics, and community organization: Social studies we§

perceived as good general education preparation for the delivery of A

wide array of human services. However, efforts to suggest alternative,

employment appegred to be sporadic and were not built into the program

intentially or systematically. One exception was an institution, that

reportly was developing a degree program (one that did not provide a

teaching certificate) designed for people who are interested ip applying

educational theo-r-,iS, concepts, and techniqiies in nonschool'situalions.

Another institution We its advanced specialist degree program

versatile enough to qualify graduates for placement in the civil service,

state departments of education, and public school.supervisory and

consultant positions. A graduate with a minor ion rOedia might obta

.position in an audiovisual center or library.

Two respondents indicated that job vacancies for teacc in still

existed in some nearly rural areas avd city systems. As feault, their
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institutiips were-not discouraging enrollment in undergraduate social'?

'studies training programs.

4.3 in your institution, has the shrinking job market stimulated

any creative thinking about the development and delivery of education in

social studies, grades K-12? Give examples. The responses to this

question reflected a discouragAng malaise in secondary social studied.

teacher education .program development. Ten respondents replied that

little or nothing had happened. Some typical replies were:

0' Sorry,: can't give any examples. I'm afraid-there
has been little if any creative thinking'here.

Unhappily, no.

Not really.

No, I don't beliel4 that it has, really. I realize that

that we'should be working on this.

.0"

Two kinds of innovations reported were worthy of note. Three

respondents replied that their institutions were enlarging social studies li)

ograms either vertically, by combining secondary and elementary courses, .6

or oriiontally, by offering joint courses with other secondary subject

fields. Another ambitious development was under way'in a private college_

that was combining social studies with other areas--for example, special

education--for dual ceitificatiOn. By offering scholarships, this

institution.hoped to ,draw students nationally as well as.locally.- The

key here, as with most new.programs, was outside funding.

5.0 New Content in Social Studies

5.1 Do you regard new content in soical studies--e.g., energy

studies, ecology, law edudition, career eduCation, consumer education,

and global education--as an opportunity or a detriment in your social

studies courses and program? This question sparked enthusiastic responses..,

'i=.
..

Ten re spondents replied that they felt the new content areas represented

definite opportunities. The remainder thought that the new ,content'

offered opportunities, but that the social studies needed to protect

itself against faddism and fragmentation. This group argued for caution

and the dev lopment of a sound rationale. /n this respect, career

education s singled out by two individuals as a' prime example of how

new content can be mishandled if"proper attention is not .given to the

rationale. No respondent reported that the new content was a detriment
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oky. Thus, although a general consensus existed among the secondary

respondents that-the new content was beneficial to the social studies,

they cautioned that a bandwagon) approach must be avoidd.

Typical responses were:

They [the new conten ] are opportunities: Firat,
they.force me.tonte rate these new topics tint°
my instruction as content examples, Ind thus improve
my teaching. Second, they are intrinsically

finteresting and foster motivation in,my Inethods
s'tudents.

r-

Opportunitythese areas are really resource areas.
Extensive use depends on'ona's rationale.

It is'an opportunity to ride "fads" and increase
student and public interest, but An my opinion,
it is also a detriment because it helps shatter
an already fragmented field with-a disappearing
center.

Opportunityfunds alb available.iteachers wish
'to implement in some t,ricts.

Both. In one respect it pulls attention away from
some basic priorities and needs of developing an
overall consistent:rationale. Too much drifting
with temporary trends and fads is a potential
problem. Ingeneral we [this faculty] have avoided
the worst of,faddism. We have.developed specific.
courses in environmental education and economic
education, but not in other areas. The-Se_were
carefully field tested and designed to supplement
our basic program and meet meeds of teachers with
regard to statewide public school programs,

An opportunity. Subject matter for demonstration
lessons (prior microteaching) and case studies.

Interestingly, two respondents had contrasting viewpoints on the

relationship of the new content to social issues. One said that the hew

content 'tends t6 focA on social problems. . . . The other argued

that "the, 'sexy' progiams don't lead to,the establishment of a core of

teachers that help kids reflect directly upon the prevailing social

issues of U.S. society."

In summary, thahew content appeared to represent an opportunity in

four respects: (1) it is more interesting to udents; (2) t creates
,

additional chances to use fresh content to teach basiC skill si)concepts,

and generalizations1; (3) it is interdisciplingry and issue centered; and

(4)it,provides for MR14 funding sources.
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5.2 'Now have your courses and prograns been affected by this new

social studies content? Give specific examples. Most of _the respondents

reported that the new cqntent was being integrated into existing courses

o a selective basis. One person reported that new courses had been

developed--in1this case, in environmental and economic education. Four

replied that inservice workshops were the most useful vehicles for bring-
.

ing the -new content to the,attention of teachers. They noted that under-

graduate methods courses have many competing demands and the new content

was used, at Ehaelevel, primarily as a resource for developing individual

lessOns.

3 According to Mle replies received from this limited surveNthe

new content represents potentially the most exciting new dimension of

secondary social studies. This impression is"gained from the reports

that the new content may b viewed ails way for social studies to recapture

the attention'of student-i'and parents, giving social studies a place of

greater importance in the Schools.

.1(V

6.0 Multicultural Education

6.1 How 'do you describe multicultural education ,as it relates to

'ocial studies?- Multicultural education with its emphasis on c ltural

patterns and diversity was described by most respondehts as intrinsically

a part of the field, but not necessarily confined to sacral studies.

Definitions offered included the following:

It is a combination of derstanding, attitudes,
o values, and feelings about individuals and groups

of different 'cultures and subcultures which the
social.studies curriculum tries to influence

positively.

. . . thestudy of different cultures and sub-
cultures O`f the world, not-the serial study of U.S.
ethnic groups; .e.g.', black, Chicano.'

wow

Multicultural education in the social studies
includes teaching students about various ethnic

groups', about socialization differences, sources
of intergroUp conflict and cooperat n.

An in-depth acquaintanc' with Ame ca' ethnic and.

racial history placed in thd context of a world

view.

Providing both theory of and real or simulated
experiences with other cultures.



There, was.also confusion about and some cynicism toward multi-

cultural edudation. The following responses reflected those feelings:

The term is very nebulous to me. . . . It is used
in .a variety of ways . . . but, primarily, it is used
as a rationalization for seeking 'federal government
funds. 'As'far as I am concerned, multicultural
education is a significant component of all social
studies and is not an emphasis that is different
from what needs to be done and has been done in most

.

good programs for years. Most people tend to
;

describe it in terms of different racial and
ethnic individuals who participate together in
learning experiences. Frankly, I think much of it
is extremely superficial. e ,.. r

I have never described it as
%

it related to social
studies--and I am at a loss to do so now. It is so
much a part of social studiuNthat I have not. felt

/the need to relate it to social studies.

In a iven school district or school site, multi-
%cultU 1 educttion reflects the bias of the decision

makers in emphasis on (1) ethnic studies, (2)
bilingdal education, (3) intercultural studies, (4)
area studies, etc. The curriculum follows the money.

(

6.2 What inds of opportunities or prbbleins have been created by

multicultural education for your social studies courses or programs?

Please give examples. Only three respondents indicated that something,

° concrete was being done on ultiCultural education at the undergraduate

level. One example consisted of assigning several students each quarter

to develop-units with a multicultural perspective. .Another respondent

reported that students must elec; three courses frot m an app roved list of

multicultural courses:
ep

.

Course work in multicultural education at the graduate and inservice

levels was reported by four persons. One said that all social studies

courses at the undergraduate and'graduate levels had a.multicultural
, ,....

emphasis. Anot er commented, "It is taken as a matter of course that
..,

0

multicultural is mainstream in the social studies because the students
4

themselves. represent a wide variety of ethnic and cultural groups."

Surprising td the authors was the fact that ten of the respondents

reported that little or nothing concrete was being d in multicultural%
AID

education, or that earlier attempts to develop mat cultural programs

had been unsuccessful--indeed, one multicultural-bilingual program was

Characterized as a "disaster," with only five of fifty students completing

the required courseTtrk:
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Also surprising is that only one respondent described a/Program in

multicultural education that had a global focus, despite the fact that

the respondentt,had seemingly agreed that multicultural education was

global in nature.

One respondent felt that the local - ethnic competitiOn engenderA.

specialized programs in multicultural education tended to "drain off

enthUsiasm`from t ore mainstream aspects of social studies education."

7.0 Exceptional Students

7.1. Are ycN making any provisions in your Social studies courSes,ot

, programs for the teaching of social etykles to students with learning..7

disabilities who may have been 'mainstreamed into regular classes,.or
ti

exceptional students who have been identified as gifted or handicapped?
.

2

Three respondents indicated that, all program students were required to
4'

take at least one course in special education. One. institution has

developed a close programmatic relationship between social studies and

'special education, but with mixed success as indicated by the following

'coMment:.

Our undergraduate programs include a requirement
that all students take two courses in the teaching

of special educati4n. Since our institution has a
very large special education component, many'of our

students take additional work in special education.
We alto instituted a double major that incrudes

sp education and any secondary certification
subject tter field major. There are approximately
25 studenta who major in'special education at the
secondary level at the present time hut none who
purs ed.the double major ulth'socialstudies.,t, One

of t e reasons or this is that a double major

requ res five y rs, although it does lead to both

a ba helor's ee and a master's degree that are
hwarcied at the same:time.

Another approach was to integrate special education techniques-and

materials into ongoing social studies courses. Four respondents indidated

that they attempted to do this as much asyossible.

Exceptional student education, -however, did 'not appear as `a 'priority

item in the thinking of many secondary social studies teacher educators.4
'Ten respondents, reported that they were doing little or nothing'for

exceptio4a1 silents.
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Special education is-loomington the'horizon. A few stateslave

recently inatituted'course requirement* in special education for

kiaduation and certification in all bject areas. Faculties ar tooling

1mup to meet this mandate.- Five respo dents indicated tha they w6ul. have

'special-education.requiTements in the near future.

7.2 If You provide for the needs'of these exCeptio studentq in

in social studies teacher education, would you_

and/or attach illustrative materials? Only

this question, reflecting the-absence.of

your courses and programs

.describe these pro4sions

three,responses-were filed on

specific efforts.by secondary

education.

social studies teacher educators in special

8.0 Competition WithoOther School Subjects

8,1 Is there any evidence in dour institution's programs that social
.

studies is given-loWer priority4than reading, language arts, imathematics,''

and science? kI o, how does social studies rank vis -a -vis these other"

subjects? Sev n respondents indicated that reading is required 'by' the

,state arid that the r ading faculty tend to receive more resources

compared to t e other,secondary content arFaS. However, for .the most part

social studieS held its own among the subject' specialties. Ten persons

reported'that there were few differences.in the emphases,placed on

various subjects. /In One case, social studies was perceived to rank

relatively high'because of 'a strong' faculty. One persgn ranked sqcial

studies next to last; it was saved from being lagt only 'because language

arts (English) was in worse shape in terms of enrollment. Another

respondent reported that social studies was dead, last. Still another

person observed that, while social Studies was holdingifs,own in

secondary teacher education, in education as a whole it.was. ."cl finitely

at the bOttom of the heap vis--vis academic disciplines.'?

The basic problem at the secondary level, according to several

respondents, was the\possibility that subject specializations of all.
4

types were in, danger of being'phased out.
a

. 8.2" Has .the compftition.among school subjedts affected your own
6

courses and programs in social studies? Be specific-. Sixteen of the 18

leecondary-level respondents reported that Subject competition.Aqd had no
41,

noticeabIe_impact orLtheir courses and. programs, The two dissenters
Cr-

-
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observed that the competition from math and reading had cut. into enroll-

ment in social studies, with consequent,ripple effects'on class assignu4hts

and the university reward system.

'8.3 How have. you responded to school subject competition? DeScribe

course and program changes and/or attach illustrative materials. Not

surprisingly, there' were; ery few responses to this question.. One person

indicated a possible change in his assignment. Another admitted, "We

really haven't-been able to respond effectively."

'Sixteen persons did no answer this question -- another indication

-that-secondary social studies teacher educator's do not consider subject

competition to be a major problem.-

9 ..0 Competency-Based Teacher Certification

9.1 Is your state moving toward teacher certification based upon
4

elementary achievement, rather than on. course or program completion?

) EleVen respondents said that their states had already instituted or were

moving toward teacher certification based upon competency Achievement.

.However, the overall picture was unclear.
-

The confusion expelriencea.by

secondary social4studies teacher educators in regard to this issue was
gyp, 4

expressed in theSeiYpital responses:

'I've heard that it is.

This tsn't entirely.clear at.this stage.

'Yes, but- ,gle not see.this movement as affecting usIC
- in social studies education for at least five or

more years.

Generally yes, but the credential law allows for an
infinite (well almost) number of waivers by colleges'.

The staa Superintendent 'says so.

I.,
9.2, If your answer (to question 9.1) yes, please describe

directions and timetables in your state. The responses, to his question

are qucted'in full below.

I, 'The state requires an accountability plan. There
')lis no penalty for not achieving the goals.

.

Full competency statements ate to be attained by
,

49831---Tartial are in effect now. . kl-

: .

f.

The state of ha.just passed a requirement
that all teachers must pass basic c mpetency tasks
that'ahow proficiency at the 12th- ade.level in
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reading and mathematics. No one is sure of how this
is to be implemented, other than it will be the
responsibility of the colleges to test their students

pm r guired
'at the.time they are admttted to teacher
rogras. Probably the following will be

and weighted in some formula (within two to three
years): criterion reference test in subject field,
grade point average, completion of approved program,
acceptable performance as assessed on series of
instruments in "Beginning Teacher Assessment Program."

it's all up in the air--change in the state super-
intendent and much objection to CBTC slowed
things down.

The current credential law directs colleges and .

universities to develop, programs to ensure competence
to teach either a single subject (generally secondary
school) or multiple subjects (elementary) in the
schools in

I think CBTC is being reviewed, but we have not
respRnded . . . some of the teachers' colleges in
the state have taken it more seriously. There may
be some pressure in, the next few years, but nothing
very effective right now.

State is moving toward competency - based. assessment
of.student teachers (very controversial) and
certification (accepted grudgingly). Colleges and
_universities are fighting the former. State hopes
to have it together by 1980-81.

Sca:effort to determine competency In teaching
methodologies and in content areas. .. . : )Currently'
at discussion stage only. AThere is alsioeOme
distuSsion concerning a fifth -year internship program.

I don't know. So far, movement is toward competency-
basedievaluation] for initial'certification. How-
eVer, strong push [bey the teachers':union] to

..resttict.severely the number'af new teachers to be
certified means that, in many fields (excepting.
vocational, special education, and a few other
shottage areas) universities will not pa much
-effort on, energy into what would be necessary.
hWere competency-based education to be required
f present,,In-school teachers, the whole picture

would change.)

9.3'How do you think cyvetency-baseVteacher certification will
A

affect your social Studies courses and programs .Twelve respondents were

evenly divided on his question.

.The following positive:aspects of CBTC were cited: ..there is a focus

on exit rather, than entry qualifications; C$TC will force us to clarify

.
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our program objectives; it assesses what is needed to be a good social

studies teacher. candidates have a clear understanding'of certification
! t

expectations; there is some benefit in change for change's sake.
,

.

The following problem were noted: CBTC could be adopted blindly;

it is noncreative; it creates supervision problems; it will force

teachers to do things they really don't want to do; it createssMorIpaper-

\I

work; tests whi,ch claim to be founded in CBTC are awful; it could be ?.

inflexible; of all desired:outcolles can be clearly specified; it

represents a simplistic answer to a'complex problem.
7

Taking a middle position, Rne.respondent observed:

It depends entirely on what is meant by "coMpetency
based." I'd have to. discuss this at length for a
sensible reply. Thete is no general agreement in

-

school on the nature of good social studies education,
and hens on what good teaching is. When many little
competent es are spelled out exactly and when
students re expected to learn only what teachers
can "measure," developmental aims are likely to be
lost. Should we undertake, serious inquiry about
competency in teaching social studies, the endeavor
would open opportunity. I have a qualified friend-
liness to competency-based education, although I am,
skeptical about much of what is now included under .

that name.

b

Conclusions

1.0 What's Happening in Your Institution ?.

The effects of declining enrollment at the undergraduate level

pervaded almost every facet of program and policy consideration.

Histofically, most social.
-

atudieb teacher educators have been dependent

upon the resources and the,reward system ofpreservice teacher education.,

Now that this base is being eroded, teacher educators are on ,the defensive.

Most of the solutions to the problem prOposed by the respondents are

practical, albeit conservative and mostly campus-based. Among the

strategies suggested were changing graduation requirements so as to

permit broader certification possibilitis, providing more field

experience throughout training progOms, and adding new content to traln-

ing programs, None of these responses, individually or collectively,

fepresents
a satisfactory solution to the resource problem created by

dwindling enrollment.
-4
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There was some indication of need for social- studies educators to

become more directly involved in gradUate/inservice/staff development

programs for teachers who have received their'initial certification and

who are currently employed full time or as regular substitutes in the

schools. Two institutions in the survey' reported a great deal of

activity at the graduate /inser'vice /staff development level: .one was an

urban university that served.a larAfnumberof local teachera; the'other

was making a determined effort to develop a national constituency at the

*radUatainservice/staff development level.

Because of internal pressures created' by the decline in undergraduate

social studies programs, many university-based reacher educators appear

to have lost influence'and status within their ielpituVions--some have

lost their jobs, and others have moved into other fields of education.

Whether those who remain can shake off their preoccupation with undev-

graduate training.programs and problems and concentrate on postbaccalau-
.

reate training.is problematic. Many university-based personnel are

crippled by their-own lack of experience in schOols, the skepticism of

school -based personnel, and the traditional reward systet of universities,

which requires the development of a national reputation. Indeed, local

auccesi'is often frowned upon. One ray of hopeis that such recent

innovati'onsas teacher centers may open the way for cooperation between

university and school personnel to improve education atthe local level.

2.0. Enrollment

Those institutions which appear to have suffered the-most drastic

declines, in secondary social studies enrollment at the undergraduate p

level are large residential universities located in rural areas. These

commonly,are older Institutions which have been involved in teacher

education for decades and which developed strong programs during the

postrWorld7War-II period of teacher shortages. Some private 'colleges

and universities seem on the verge of losing social studies training

programs altogether as part of a general reduction in the total university

commitment to education. A more stable undergraduate enrollment pattern

was reported at newer urban universities, where teacher training programs

have been comparatively small'since their inceptiOn.



Postb

r%
laureate teacher training programs in colleges and univer--

Etisities s ed s of enrollment)growth, gaining increased attention

from secondary so ial studies educators. The success of these Post-

baocalaureat teacher training experiences, however, depended largely

upon the localstuation and the people involved.

Specialist And'doctoral programs were holding steady, but the

profile for advanced graduate students had shifted from national to local

and foreign national. One person noted that doctorates in the content

areas were being pushed aside by programs in st istics, program design,

educational psychblogy, management, and the like.

t In summary; as indicated earlier,, eCrining enrollment at the u -

graduate level has weakened the positicin of secondary social stu es

teacher educatore across the board. With fewer resources, there is less.

,opportunity to work at the cutting edge. With bread-and-buttet programs'

faltering, the intellectual energy that-previously flowed into the social

'studies profession may N1.1 be channeled into other, more rewarding

-avenues, a possibility that does not augur well for future research and

development in' secondary social studies education.

Until' the edUcational bureaucracy can find a way to offer noncredit

.and-tuition-free.inservice education on a systematic basis as part of a.

faculty member's scheduled instruction, postbaccalaureate teacher training

by,univereity personnel will depend primarily upOn individual entrepre-

:neurial skills.' Although teacher education zenters may offeraome hope

in bringing university resources closer to the classroom on a programmatic

basis, such program-innovations were mentioned by onlya few respondents.

3.0 Badk to the Basics

'At the secondary level, the "back to basics" movement was viewed by

the respondents generally as-an opportunity to place more. emphasis uPon

skill development--'reading skills, map skills, inquiry skills, communi7

cation skills, and decision-making. skills. By and large, the respondents

chose to ignore the common.lay definition of "badk to basics" because of

its emphasis on StrictbehaviOrcodea.for students, traditional subjects,

and rote memorization as the-primary learning' strategy.

Soie social studies ,,teacher educators appear to resist the lay

definitiOn of "back to baSics" because it threatens to interfere with

E1- s
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their' oitT freedom to conc pti.talize and teach social studies as they see

fit-Lan attitude exempli ied by this response:

My department responded [to "back to basics"] by
being critical of the state department of education's

l for a review, which is in effect no response at
aTT.. Some'of us felt that this was someWhat short-
sighted. We are waiting.

Negative attitudes by teacher 'educators toward "back to basics,"

for whatever reason they may exist, tend. to have the effect of driving

a deeper weage between universityjbatied teacher educators and.school-

based classroom teachers. The former areredmcfrned with innovation, and

the latter must be concerned with the realities of parents and school

boards, One respondent mentioned that 'the "back to basics" movement

had caused some classroom teachers to be less receptive to modern subject
4

matter and teaching methodologies. If such an attitude is widespread,

it compounds the difficUlties of the teacher educator

who is trying to bring new ideas.tolhe attention of reluctant classroom ,

teachers while at the same time trying to build closer ties with the

schools. 'his is potentially one of the major problems of teacher.

centers.

In summary, some Social studies"teacher educatork have adapted to

"back to basics" by emphasizing the basic skills of inquiry-oriented

social studies education.: klG.some social studies educators have

become more sensitive to r iig°=probloms- that ntOtfere with the inquiry

process. On balande, it appears that while "back to basics" bas had

considerable impact on the training of secondary social studies teachers,

especially in the area of skill development, the movement has not fired

the imag nations of.the leacher educators who responded to this survey.

.44 The Shrinking*job MarIet

Moit programs in social studies teacher education remain at a

primitive stage of trying tQ fit traditional thinking about job placement

into the frustrating vagaries of a declining teacher education market.'

Very little creative thinking had gone'intb the development of programs

which will prepare students for the wide array of human-servide

occupations for which soc,ial studies graduates may be so ably suited.--

Only one systematic program effort deSigned to prepare students for roles

c
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other than classroom teachitlg was reported.' If that progrardproves to be

successful, the model will probably be disseminated very rapidly.

'
Given the recognition by many of the respondents that some efforts

need to bemade to think creatively about this problem, one-imust ask why

so little is being done. Perhaps manyltsocial studieseducqtdrs aye

indulging in the wishful thinking that, somehow the, entire problem may go

away. Also, from an individual's point of view, it maybe easier to shift

one's personal career focus than to alter program goals, //especially durin
. -

a time of declining resources in schools of eddcarion gerally. M

institutions are unwilling)to spend the necessary seed capital to launch
.. .

1/(1

a new program; it is much cheaper and easier-to eliminate -an unproductive

program-altogether. 'So most social studies eduTtors do noblupave the

luxury-of being able to.do what they as individuals may believe.must be

done. The problem of the shrinking job market in the social studies is

an exaggerated version of a larger problem afflicting education institutions

as a genre.

In general, the shrinking job market problem, although at the heart

of the declining enrollthent problem, appears to be beyond the ability of.

individual faculty members to deal with. Very little hard thinking seems

to have taken place among professional social studies educators at the

national level. To the authors' knowledge, nothing has been written about

the problem. Teacher educators at the local level have insufficient

resources and models to draw upon--therefore, nothing is done: This is a

destructive syndrome that should be addressed immediately by social

studies teacher educators.

5.0 New Content in`/Social Studies

New content is viewed by the survey respondents as one of. the bright

spots in social studies. While there is a shared concern that the new

content (ecology, energy, consumer economics, global education, law-

related education) might "shatter an, already fragmented field with a

disappearing center," there was also the hope that the new content could

do much to revive a faltering field. The new content, appeared to be most

effective when used in postbaccalaureate training programs.

the new content may be viewed ,less enthusiastically by classroom

teaCher41 who believe 'that the social stu*es curriculnm'is already over-'

crowded an4-that.the new content is an unnecessary burden.

1.1.4
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would. agree that it is probably unrealiStic and undesirable to view the

new_olAment as somethilk to add to the curriculum. Most 'secondary.;
- .

teacher educators in. this survey argued that the new content should, for

ike.lioat.part, be infused into the existing cutricultna. The new content

be :a vehicle for bringing new ideas and motiNcetional teaching

/eS into.the4increasingly traditional curriculum being shaped by
4

-eatIC to,0,baSics" movement.

t-is important for classroom .teachers to distinguish university-
.

teaeher educators from thg producers of and lobbyists formuchof

:::A40,7,-content. Most of the new.contSnt has been roduced by special-

-eSt groups. Teacher educators are seldom closely identified with
,

groups, and most teacher educators dO not support the'notiqn of

new content to the curriculum in,response to political or social

ressure.

6,0 Multicultural Education,

Multicultural education, according to, most secondary respondents,

is by definition an integral part of social stuilies education. This view
0 was expressed eloquently by one respondent:

Acknowledgement of the diversity among the people
.of-the world is the fundamental part [of multi-
cultural education and social studies]. From there
we celebrate the strength that diversity oUers while
building the basic humanity which binds us together
and transcends this diversity.

Specific program development in multicultural education at the

teacher training level has been slow to materialice. .However, the
^

recent NCATE standards for teacher education accreditation place a str
#
on

emphasis on culturaipluralism andlaulticultural education. This new

requirement will provide great impetus in the coming years.

More puzzling than the lack of program development was the reported

concern about the political opportunism and infighting that have

characterized some of the special projects in multicultural education

funded by the federal government. It 'appeared that social studies

teacher educators were for the most part on the fringes of these projects,

and that the functions of the projects were perceived only dimly by the

respondents. Perhaps this lack of involvement was by choice--or perhaps

it was caused by,the fact that most multicultural programs have been
A

40,
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"soft money" projects that have failed )o penetrate into the mainstream:

of ,social studies teacher education. Perhaps few social studies te*,her

aucatOrs have been asked to contribute to such special projects. Many

explanations are possible, but .the fact'remains that thederal govern-

ment believes that more tust4te done in this area and is willing to spend

_,considerable suma of money to see that it happens- -with or without social

studies educators.

7.0 Exc tional Students

The sec dary social studies teacher educatorp who responded to the

):1-survey sh on. d comparatively little interest in 'exceptional stude4

education. This 14k of interedt may-be dtilll,to three facford: the

traditional concentration of exceptional stu ent education at the

elementary level, ignorance of new federal r tions affecting

0106. exceptional student education, and preoccupation with the declining

enrollment problem. Undoubtedly, because of the stimulus created by

strong federal Initiatives, special education will become of greater

concern to secondary educators in the near future.

One program-model that bears examination has been developed at
.

!,J

George Peabody. College for Teachers. Designed for secondary teachers

who will be working with specialoeducation students, this program combines

a major in social studies (or some other academie subject area) with a

major'in special education and leads to certifiCatio both. A graduate

receive

L
a u.bachelor's degree and a master's degree simultane sly. The

special) Hicat)i.on major offers specialization in the areas of

retardation, learning disabilities, mUiiiply'handicapped, behaviorallY

disordered, and visually handicapped. During the fifth year:of certi-

fication, a comprehensive examination in both the academic major and the

special education major is administered..

8.0 Competition With Other School Subjects
. ,

At the secondary level,- social studiesATears to be holding its own

among the subject areas within the structure of teacher training programs.

It appears to be competing effectivelh'de other school subjects:

toweVer, respondents to the survey expressed-alp-me concern that reading

and mathemay.ics mandates emanating from the state level were creating
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imbalances in resource allocation andlln at.least one case were drawing

students from the social Studies training program.

The major survival problem at the secondary level Oes not stem from
/

,_

competition with other school subjects. Instead,.the problem rests in
. .

.

-
.

.

the posSibility that in some institutions entire secondary education
. . .

programs and,administrative units.(science, mathematics, foreign

', language, English, etd.)-might be eliminated as an economy move.-

Secondary certificatio, under these circumstances,. might be relegated'

,to a college. of arts and sciences. t
.

In tie authors' opinion, this configuration would seriously w ken':
, v.

, f

secondary social studies education. Social studies is an sinter isciplinary4

subject area, drawing'from all of the social sciences and history. More-
.

over, with some exceptions, arts and sciences faculties are not disposed
v.v..

toward working with teachers in school.settings; their rewards are gained,

primarily from research and writing.

y.

9.0 Competency-Based Teacher Certification

Most.respondents indicatedthattheir programs.had been or soon

would be influenceeby CBTC. However, since most CBTC programs haf been

conceived in state departments of education or.by state legislatures,
;-

many social studies faculty members were vague-about the details. The

survey respondents reflected the same confusion'about CBTC that has been

reported in the professional,literature: The future of CBTC in secondary

social studies teacher edudation is still unclear.

The essential, problem with CBTC is that social studies educators de

appear to know so little about what
.
is going on in their states. Where

the blame. resta ,is not evidenced clearlx,by the responses to this survey.

On the basis of the aue6Ors! experience,'the.best'explanation is that the

CBTC movementis'still new in most states'and remains' at the planning

stage. In most cases, unfortunately, subject area specialists are

brought into the discussion only after the major decisions have be en made.

Additionally, some teacher. educators resist CBTC because the;y believe

4'that it infringes upon their academic freedom:withithe university.
.

One wonders'whether t he lack of knowledge that social studies

teacher Iducators exhibit about CBTC reflects wishful thinking that some-

how the CBTC'movement will go away quietly; 'One respondent wrote, "My

57 ,
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expectation is that the movemen 11 fade out beforetere is any direct

effect on the social studies." While few can deny the r ght of a

professional to assume such a posture, there is reason t believe that

nonparticipation in the process is not a wise strategy* 'Indeed, the

chances that disastroub consequenAs will emerge frdin CBTC would be

increased substariiially if the thinking. of university-based social ;

studies teacher educators were excluded from policy formulation and

implementation decisions. Social studie,Qeacher educators must drop any

pretense of.noninvolvement when it comes to CBTC. We, are directly affecte

by the mandates foimulated bythe various states, and we.must become

involved immediately.

4

yt
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION AND RES H

The followid'g re endatips fotsocial studies teacher education

are offered in the context of five problem- areas: (1) the declineof

enrollment'in teacher education programs in sociar-studies, (2) the

shrinking,job market for graduates of social studies teacher education
tit ..

programs, (3) fragmentation pf the social studies curriculum created-by

.the:introduction of new content, (4) the need for social studies. teacher

educators to-have Access to staff development programs in order 4to become

more,knoWledgeableabout and involved in multicultural educStion, special

education, and competency-based teacher certification, and (5).t .need

to shift. resources and priOgram4ifforts from undergraduate trafni to
f

postbAcalaureate.and.inservite training.
.

Minimizing the'Effects of Declining Enrollment

The effects of the rapid decline of enrollment in undergraduate

social studies teacher education programs during the 1970s'are difficult
.

to overestimate; the trend },has come close- to devastating the field.

Apparently the decline has now begun to.bottom out, and the time has

arrived to assess the'sitdation carefully with an. eye toward developing

strategies for minim .zing the ekfects-of-tbe decline and_,preventing'

further erosion.

Muchofthe'outcome will depend'onfactors beyond the control. of

social studies teacher Aucators: example, the attitudes of state

and local funding agencies toward teacher education in general will play

an important role over the,next detade. FrOpos1tijn 13 referenda,. if
.., _

they become the standard throughout the country, 11 reduce the,effective-
1

ness of ever the best efforts of social_studies teacher educators. Our task

is. to participate in the proceas and formulate strategies for change;

Otherwise 'the fate. we receive will .be the fates-.W'edeserve.

riven the best of circumstances, enrollment in Undergraduate social

studies programs is not likely to attain the numbers which chatscterized

the 1950s and 1960s; nevertheless; it Is important to' hang on to what,
1

now-exists. In an important way, the continued imprOvement of social

studies instruction depends upon maintaining high-quality undergraddate A'

teachereducationoprograms. In this spirit, the authors offer four

specific recommendations.
0
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Social studies teacher' educators should'take atepS to:

- -Develop and mainta h' mad field social studies cettificattOni

,programs and reduce separ ateliel4 certification in history "and the '

):

separate social-science' disciplines. Simultaneously encourage dual

majors Which combine broad field cer&fication with cognateiCadeMiC---

.disciplines in history and the social sciences.

,-=Ejourage secondary undergraduates to combine ceifi atiorZ in

social studies with expertise in another!field--for eXaple,
.

education,. special ed oation, reading,',Acience,,or mathematics.
/
0

- - Combine, wher appropriate., secondary an0'elementareacher

training courses in social studies into a cOmplementarY K=121apProach.

EStabiiah a national task.force (through a profNeSaional

zation, for example tbmiCollorege anq,UniversitiFaculty Assembly of_the
DA 111".

'National Council for the Social, Studies) A.develoP a positi6 paper on

job placement opportunities for social studies tindergradu f majors.

The task force should'investigate the relationship between social studies

teacher training and employment opportunities in a wide range of human

services. The paper should be written ;51) that it can be helpful to :-

social studies teacher educatois who are trying.to ,refoith programs a.

the local and' state:

These recommendations are practical suggestions which have the ..'.

potential for some real refults. The tough battlesytll ha 7 e
C to be

slugged out at the local and,state levels*, but this,Orocess.can be madel

'easier and more.productive if it is supported by strong statements from

the natiorl organizations.
r,

Improvin& the Job Market for Social Studies. Teachers' '.: .--'

.)
. .

Whereas K-12 enrollment increased by 3 perc t between 1965 and-1975.

by 1985 K-12 enrollment, as' projected by the.Nati' al. Criter for TAucatiOnAl71

Statistics, will'have decreased by 8 percent. The projected figures 4
fecondary education are startling,.dropping from a gain of 21'percent

(1965-75) to a loss of 15 percent by 1985.'* These figures do not,bode

well for the long-term supply of jobs for thers, despite the temporary

upward blips in the school population which are .Ceported-in the press

*National Center for Educatidnal'Statistics, Statistics of Trends in

Education: 19-66 to 1985-86 (Wrashington,"D.C.:, U.S. Department of

gducatiOn, and Welfare,,-1977).
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from time to time., To compound the problem of fewer students-, social

studies curricula in the secondary schools have suffered from-erosion

during the past decade-or so. In effect, we have fewer students taking

fewer social studies courses.

Social s&udies teacher educators, acting individually, cannot

produce miracles to change the situatiop HoWever, as a group, they could

mitigate the problem by helping to stout down or halt the decline.in

/course work offered at theflocal level.

Social studies teac r educators cacwork to improve the job market

situation for social studies teachers by institutinebetter career',.

counsgling procAures in universities, exploring teaching opportunities.-

outside traditional K-12 educati nal settings, and identifying a wide

,,array of human services for'whi socialstudies training may bevaluable.

The aut'hor's offer the following specific recommendations:

--College and university social studies educatOrs should work to

strengthen and protect socials studies curricula and .gprollments

secondary schoo s. They should-loin force§ with local and state

professional social studies teacher and supervisory groups to prevent

erosion of social studies offerings and to articulate the importance Of'

social studies education to the public through the press,oparent_groups,

and school boards.

Social studies teacher educators should take a leading role at the

local and state levels in articulating the need for-social. studies to .,'

occupy a key plaCein the secondary curriculum. Such an effort is no 1

t longer a luxury to be added incidentally to-one's communkty service

activities, it a vital professional contribution and ultimately-,.

necessary for the Survival of'social studies teacher education programs.

Capitalizing. on th pportunities Presented -by New Content

Most social studies educators view the new content as a positive
4

factor, ddspite'concernsabout fragmentation of the, curriculum.

Social studies curricula in many schools have been seriously

weakened. The 1960s and early'100a witnessed man chi! ges in the,

secondary curriculum through the elimination- of So ial tudies require-

ments and the introduction of elective courses -- variously calle0-mini-
. .t

'courses, phase electives, and quinmesters. While these changes produced
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an exciting.and heady atmosphere for about five years, a reaction began

to set in with the'discovery that Student achievementvas declining in

many academic and skill areas. UnfortunatelY,:thesocial studies has

:never been ablejo regain its former'plav in the;turriculum, and in

some cases it exists with no"visible rational scope,ana sequence."

Instead, we find a conglomeration of courses--some required by state

legislatures as a result of lobbying efforts by such powerful:grogps as

bar associations and corporate interests.

To offset these curriculum deficiencies, we urge social studies

teacher educators tb work with professional groups-and edudational

agencies tio develop'curriculum gutdelines at the local, state, and

national levels whiCh outline a curriculum scope,,and sequence for social'

studies in grades K-12. Thethe guidelines should take into consideration .

such new content In the social studies as ecology, globa/ education,:law-
,

related eduCation, consumer eduCation, future studies, and ethnic studies

in order to prevent further fratMentation of a. field that'already has a

disappearing center:

We are, in effect, suggesting a return to such efforts as those

mounted by Wisconsin and qalifornia, which during the 1960s Worked

diligently to produce a coherent scope and sequence ior'social studies in

gradesK-12. These projects met with varying degrees of success, but in

almost every instance they were short-circuited by the rush to eliminate,

required social studies courses and replace them with what purported" to

be a more relevant and exciting elective curriculum. The contemporary

task is to combine the best elements of systematic scope and sequence

'with the.best aspects of the new content.

Establishint Faculty Development Programs

It'is becoming increasingly difficult fore-social studies teacher

educators, to stay abreast of developments that are affecting the field

"inillajor ways. Not only is there new content to learn, m2 or movements

outside the field are beginning to influence the teachi f social./

. studies. These generic trends include multicultural ,(a multilingual)

education, special education, and competencybased, educat with its

corollary, competency-based teacher certification.
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Compounding, the problem of staying current in the field are the

ever-presint twin specters of-declining enrollment and scarce resources.

Ufile44 4 foculty...member has an externally funded project or ajucrative

.041vate consultancy, it is very difficult to acquire the time and money

to travel and study. Moreover,.the tenuous nature of some programs .

:requires almost constantyattention in order to keep the'home. firps.

burning.. All these faCtors add

inflation is making the problem

situation is the .diminished

teacher educators itsnatio

activities. `J cgo

It is critical that-social studies teachers find every way pOssible

op1pOrtunities for Self-developmentin 1 new content -areas of

.studies anp i;jolth generic areas As multic4turaI Vucation,4

tlightWcotapkency-based education. This -teed should bg'

v etied .y external funding agencies as, an important- national need.

- It is probabIy',a fact that social studies ,teacher educators are the

primary creators and carriers of the social studies culture. To the

extent that this group, diMiniShes and. atrophies, the flield .of social.
,

studies will suffer. Professional social studies organIzationg shOuld

recognize this contribution and support facility devploPment activities in

up to a serious economic problerp, and

wogs: -.y th year. One result of this

s and rePresentation of Social studies

regional, state and even local professional.

every way possible.

O

Devoting More Attention to Postbaccalaureate and,Inservice Education,

Opportunities for postbaccalaureate teacher training (graduater

inservice,p_rograms and staff development) are, reported to be increasing-4

in social stt\dies teacher education. -Such opportunities are both

necessary, for improving elementary and secondary social Studies and

rewarding for university-based social studies teacher educators who,

a group, have much to offer.

There are many problems involved in getting social studies teacher,

educators involved in local inservice edU ion efforts. One major_

obstacle is the difference between the f nction of a university and the

function of a local school.. system.' The difference is not that the

university is an ivory tower while the schools are the real world--theY

are both the "real world," and that cliche has outworn its usefulness
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as*Way. The fundamental difference is that the university's primary

feOctionAALtf produce new knowledge and stay at the cutting edge. If
,

they re to do that, teacher educators Cannotspend a majorportiolf'of

their imelin local inservice effOrts, working in situations wherethe

policies and parameters .have been. established 'by othrta.:.!,
/

A univertity,is governed)bY cosmopolitan norms and Public schools

;'by local norms., Any effdrt to bring teacher educators into a closer
--t...----7-

.relationship with the schools will,need to'recognize the broader norms
, .

of the teacher eduCator and 'incorporate them ih ifto the program. It is t

_ simply a tter. of what a 'teacher educator can give to a school, it is.

also a tter of what a teacher educator can learn from a school.241a
.

With this caveat, the authors strongly urge teacher educat rs to

;4e
,

'become more involved in postbaccalaureate teaCher'education. 6 re ommOd

that social studies teacher, educators Most likely through the. College

and University Faculty Assembly of the National.CouncilfOr the Social

Studies) establish a task force on liostbaccalaureate teacher education

pr &ram develownent'im social studies. This to force should identify
.

successful examples. of Postbaccalaureate programs examine the reasons

for their success, and publicize thisinformation to the piofestion at

large. The taSk'force should alst' develop a CietaileckliSt of external,

funding sources that can be-uSed by liniverslties and cpegep-to..in tiate

postbaccalaureate.teper?traininglectivities in social studies.

task, force should review the status and potentialOflederally funded

'teacher education ceniers. The task force,should develop recommendations'

regarding how CUFA and,NCSS can work with such agencies as, the National

Science Foundation in developing proposal gUidelinet whip are useful.

-01fgr:postbaceal5eredle-teachat trainiet f25r soClial studies.

In seminary, these recommendations reflect,the critical need to

establish artionai.network and dialogue tegarding,the status and f ure

of social teacher education at both undergraduate and

4

baCcalaureate
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Trendsijii6ues, Practices

Anctil, Donald El1977. "Social Science COUrses for Future Teachers:

TheConflict Betweenducation and the Arts, and Sciences." Piper

presented at the 1977- Annual Meeting of the National Cana-t-4pr the

Social Studies, Cincinnati. ED 146 108. 24 pp. MF $0.83;'HC not -

available from EDRS.

Anctil argues that leaders in social studies education have the

.
responsibility of defining social studies and establishing social

studies education as a profession not.fotally dominated by social'

scientists in the areas of content, objectives, and training.

Fink, Cecilia H. 1976. "Social Studies Student Ted*ers--What Do They

Really Learn?" Paper'presented at the 1976 Annual Meeting-of the

National.Council for the Social Studies, Washington. ED 134 493.

42 pp. to., $0.83; HC

After conducting a study of the teaching experiences of 25 secondary

social studies student teachers from. Towson State University, Fink

concluded that they
411

learned how to control pupils and model after

their supervisors but not -how to put into effect teaching methods

learned in the teacher education program.

Giannangelo, Duane M. N.d. "Classroom vs. Peer Pre-Student Teachins

Experience." ED 080 505. 11 pp. MF $0.81; HC $1.67:

This is thereport of an experimental study that explored two

Approaches to.teaChing an undergraduate social studies methods
. "

Course for: rospective elementary teachers. %

Hawke, Sharryl, 1975. Mini-Versity:4 A New Approach to. Continuing

'Teacher Education. Profiles of Promise 36. Boulder, Colo.: ERIC

Cleari4ghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Education and Social

Science Education Consortium. ED 104 734. 5 pp. MF $0.83; HC $1.67.

THis volume of an occasional bulletin describes a series of one-

session courses instituted in 1973 by the Fairfax County (Virginia)

Public Schools,,in which teachers with special skills or interests

shared their knowledge and ideas with other teachers. Graduate

credit in a nearby university was provided as an added incentive

for-teacher participation as well as noncredit work toward the

renewal of teaching certificates.
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Hoffman, Alan J. 1976. "Personalizing Instruction"Ihrough the Use

Protocoltelated Materials." Paper presented at the 1976 Annual

Meting of the National. CoUncil for the Social Studies, Washington,

D.C. ED 133 262. 22 pp. MF $0.83; HC $1.67.

This paper outlines an ap oach for selecting, modifying, and using t

protocol-related materials in elementary social studies methods

classes at both preservic&and inservice levels.

Humphreys, Tester J 1974. "Modutar Syllabus: Op?n Classroom leaching

for Social Science Teachers." ED 114 332. 73 pp. MF $0.83; HC

$3.50.

This syllabus was-designed for use in teacher education Ic\Ourses

_teaching open education in elementary and secondary schools. Samp

diagnostic and performance forms and learning activities are included

in the docume- nt.

Martorella, Peter.H. 1977. "Standards for Secondary Social Studies

Teacher Education Programs.' Paper presented at thq_1977 Annual

Meeting of die National Council for the SoctiV-Studies, Cincinnati.
sl

ED 146 109. 22 pp. MF $0.83; HC $1.67.

Martorella argued that social studies teacher education p, amLs

based on standards of quality control and excellence ca developed

when priorities are estipllished within the social studiescvofession

and conflicts among social studies educators are resolved.

."Model Elementary'Education'Program for Social Studies Majors, A." 1972.

ED 072 015. 143 pp. MF $0.83; HC $7.35.

This report describes a teacher education program developed at

Illinois State University that attempted to establish inter-,

disciplinary cooperation among social scientists and educationalists

in an effort to prepare social science specialists to teach at the

intermediate grade levels.

Mosher, Ralph. L. 1971. "Objectives of Training Programs for Secondary

School Teachers of Psychology." Paper presented at the 1971 Annual

Meeting of the American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C.

ED 070 682.. 9 pp. MF $0.83; HC

The author of this paper-believes that the main objectives of trial

ing programs'for secondary school teachers of psychology are to
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prepare teachers both academically for subject.mastery and to help

students apply and personalize the principles of psychology.

Rhodes, Gregory, and Vict r A. Smith. 1975. Inservift Needs Assessmerit:

SOd'ial Studies Teachels in Indiana. MuncieviLnd.: Department of

Alstory, Bap. State University. ED 125 967. .30 pp. MF $0.83;*-<

AC $2.06.

This reporf Wsurveyed the kinds of inservice activities' needed by

social studies teachers in Indiana. Current problemand issues

were the.most' popular subject Weas. 'Ueful fOr teacher educators
.

who are thinking about developing a needs assessment-it,the lodal.

level:

Schumacher,oGary M.' 1973. "Colleges Reyisited: Programs'for

Preparation of High School Psycholcfgy Teachers." Elle086 625. "8 pp.

MF $0.83; HC $1.67.

ghis paper reports the results of a 73 survey of 58 Leacher training

institutions in Ohio regardlni'teach raining in psychology. Of

the 31 replies received, 16 indicated that their institutions had

active programs in psythology. it-Audent-teaching

arrangements arose from the scar' ity offull-time'psychology teachers.

The number of hours required for. major '.in psychology 'was marginal.

Stone, Keith.' 1972. Social Studies Teacher Rducatiori in CUrlahom: A

Positdon Paper.- Oklahoma City,: Oklahom6 State Department olf

EducatiOa. ED,081 682. 24 pp.. MF $0.83; HC $1.67.

Five hundxed public schools td Oklahoma were surveyed in order to
- .

assess the status of social studies offerings. The author concluded

that, although teachers were better prepared than befdre; many,

graduates still receive insufficient training..

Switzer, Thomas J. 1977. "Teacher Preparation in Sociology and Adoption
.

of Inquiries in-Sociology." Social Education 4-1,.no. 1-:-.(January

1977), pp. 66-69. EJ 152 310. ,1

This article presents data from a study of the willingness'df 1.53

teachers to adopt the, SRSS "Inquiries in iology" course.

Information was collected about the teachers' undergraduate majors,

*amount and recentness of preparation in sociology, and participation

in training institutes.
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Thornrn, Daniel L., and George redeveld. "In-Service Education and

Its Effect on SecOndary S udents: A New Approach." Journal of

Economdc Education 8, no. 2.(Spring 1977), pp: 93-.99% EJ 164 964,
'e

The authors of this article tested students' underst
i nding

of

economics taught by teaches involved in inservice education
i

. '

programs. _The results shbwed,that a program in which teachers

discussed curriculum Materials was more effective than conventional

instruction.

New Socia udies) onte

Allen, Roduey e\ al. '1973) ReligionF What Is It? Religion in the

Elementary,Sbcial St dies: Teacher Self7Inetructional Kit 1 and

Evaluation Report. Tallahassee: Religion- ocia123dies CurriCulum

Project,!.Florida State University' ED 1 319' 6655''pp. MF 0784;

'.HC $3.50.

This is the'first iri a series of.kits intended to help elementary

. teachers think through possibilities for introducing religion

studies into eleMentary social studies Classes and iise,inatructiOnal,

materials developed by the Religion in Elementary Soci 1.Studiei

project at Florida State''University.-
4'

.

Armstrong, David G. 1977, Development of'Behavioral 0 ectivee and

Test/Items on "Free Entelprise" avd.kesessment of "F ee Enterprise" ,
,

Training's'IMpact.on Understandings of (1.) Teachers Taking the e

. .

Training and Y2) Secondary Students in Those Teachers' Classes:

phase I. College Statid , Tex.: College of Education; Texas

Agricultural and Mechanical University. 'ED 143 598.00 pp.
F

MF $0.83; HC $4.67. . 0

1

This study describes and...assesses one-month summer inservice r
f,.

'teacher training institute dealing th the free enterprise system.

Teachers' test results indicate that there was a significant,gain
,

in participants, understanding of all areas of free.enverpris

-except alternative economic systems.
,r ,

I

.t
4, , : _ :7'

Blaiir, Diane 1977. "One Way ,to Prese4t Career Concepts. tO(Teachers.",

illino4s-Caiteer Education'Journal 33,,nO. 4 (Spring.19/)),pp.16-17.
'

EJ 160 02B.
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This article describes an inservice training lystem developed and

tested in four Illinois school districtsjor teachers interested in ,.,.

including career concepts in the curriculum and in establishing career-
P

oriented programs.

De Antoll, Emile, III, et al. 1975. #bw:tO Infuse Career Education'Ipto

the curriculum, revised edition.. I:HOF Te Series Guide 5. New York:

State - Project to Implement Cara7r-EducatiOn. .ED 143 777. 83 pp.

MF $0.83; HC $4.67.

i This monograph prOvides.a guide fOr individua teachers ow how to

infuse career eduCation into their lesons an technical assistance

to program developerA in methods for teaching others how to incorporate
career education activities,into'the existing curriculum.

Denton, Jon J., and James B. Kracht. 1976. "Final Evaluation Report of

,Teacher Training Projects Sponsore by Law in a Changing Society."

ED 146 067. 139 pp. MF $0.83; HC 7.35.

This repo t is an assessment of law-focused education projects

itlocal d n'selectedocities in Texas during the 1975-f6 acadlemic year.
i

1The f ndings indicated that teachef training programs were effective

in increasing teachers' knowiedgq,...bf the
1
law and their ertoires

of instructional techniques. .Pupils of, teachers who use the law-

focuse44instructional materials demonst atid-greater no ledge of ,

the law than pupils who dAd not have a ess to such erials.

Help: What to Do, Where to

Go. Working Notes no. 4. Chicagot Special Committee on Youth

Education for Citizenship ,American Bar Association. ED 086 573.

33 pp: M $0.83
4
HC $2.06. r .

,

This publication is an introduction to programs and resonrce&in
'

preaollege education. It includes a sectionpn such objectives of'

skills, moral and
1

' Girosst Norman, ed., and' James Dick: 1

law4related,eucation as developMan,of.ana Ti

ethical.walues,-understanding:of2the'legal process; and pblitical

partic pation. . .

ImpleMbnti urban Studie d a .gkecal Studies Elective in the Milwatikpe

. Public,.Schocs: .4.Heporto..the'SocialStudies Supliviscors'.
. . .

-'
L

AssociatioA of ,the National Cbuncil for the Social Studies. 1971:
. ,.

m.Milwaikea: Departent of Curriculum and Instructioni Milwaukee

.
,",..

.

.

As J ..k.'/,
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Publ# Schools. ED 064 225. 17 pp. MF $0.83; H 1.67.

This is a report on a ten-dainservice workshop held August

1971 to introduce teachers to the concept.ofurban studies.

Materials from the High School Geography Project, a City field"-

'experience, and planning. of course activities and lesson plans

were major parts. of the workshop. Preliminary feedback from

articipants indicated that the workshop was successful.

Xeadh,.EVerett T., Jr. 1972. .Intercultural Understanding: The Problem,

and a ProcesS. Proficiency Module no. 7, Social Studies for the'

Elementary School. Athens, Ga.: Department of Social Science

Educatleum, University of Georgia.

HC $2. Q6.

ED 073 983. 39 pp. MF $0.83;

This module., designed for preservice teacher education classes.. in

elementary social studies, seeks to develop a understanding of

tie sources of content to be used in an interc ltural awareness

curriculum and to develop lessons$n intercult ral understanding.

Keelee,.,James W. "Children and the Law: An, Evolving Program for the

Elementary School Student," Peabody Journal of Education 55, 'no, 1

(Ociobell.947); pp. 28-31. EJ 172 739.

This drticle, which describes a workshop for- teachers,,, contains

printed materials and inService trainidg procedures designed to

involve teachers, students,)arid parents in a law-for-youth setting.
0,1

t

,Lpivell,lmilugh, and Charlotte Harter: 1975. An Economic Coursfor

Elementary Te.cichers, second revised edition.

Joint Council on Economic Education,J"ED 114 341. 78 pp. MF $0.-,83;
.1

New York:

:HC not available frol-EDRS. Order from\JCEE, 1212 Avenue of the

Americas, New.York 0036 ($3.00).

This book is deskigned to help,economics educators develo 1

I%-teach raining courses for emonstratineto classroom teach ra

how to teach 'economics to childr in grades 1-9.

Norton, Robert E., et al. 1975. Staff Developmpnt in

o for.tbqElementary School, Modules 1-7. 'Coltimbus,
1.4r

for Vocational and Technical Education; Ohio §tat

ED. 1\15 969 - 115 176. 'Not available from'EDRS..
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for V2cational and Technical Education, 1960 Kenny Rd., Columbus,

Ohio 43210. (Set of 7 'modules is $15.00; order no. S06.)

This series of seven modules was developed to assist elementary

school' teachersin developing new etgkeer education programs or

enriching already established programs.

ProjeOt on Asian Studies in Education. 1972. Ann Arbor: PASE, University.

of. Michigan. :Eb 081 645. j pp. ,MF $0.83; HC,.$1.67.

The' focus of PASE is on assistance to teachers in 'secondary schools
4

and colleges in the Midwest in improving instruction in Asian studies

through better teacher traini and guidancerin selecting educational

materials. ,

L,,, N. - .. 0'

Richter, E.A., andKeiEh Birkes.:"RightAkand Responsibilities of Citizen

ship in a Free ,Society: .MiAsouri'S'Law-Related Education: Program. "'

Peabody Journal of Education 55; no. 1 (04,Ober 1977),.pp. 19 -24.

EJ 172 737. - t

,.

Through cooperative effort, the Missouri education.community,and the
,a

. ..

,
Missouri State Bax Association have developed a K-12 program in law-

'related edecatidn. This article describes the program, which con-

, centrates on inserviCes..94,,preserVice teacher education in this field.
1

White, Charles J., III, ed. 19761 TeachingTeacherS About Law: A Guide
, . .

,*k
to LaW=Relaied Teacher Education Programs. Chicago: Special.Committee

.
. . ,

on. Youth EdTat on for Citizenship, American Bar Association. ED.138 487.
.:

226 pp. .MF $:.:3; ,HC not availablelfrom ERRS. Order from ,Youth

' Education for Citizenship;,' American Bar_Association,1155 E. 60th St:,

Chicago 6437 $2.00).° 4 ! .0

Thibook provides teachers with an idea of the raw ofteacher. ,

1 f -
40ucation possibilities in, the field of legal education Ad_suggests

. .,. ,
.

sgaya to construct programs.. that'meet the needs of individual communities.

Exceptional Students

_
. w

Barron,.Arleen S. 1975: Assessing ReSearch Needs Relited tciEducation of
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(2):eduCation-for the severely handicapped, (3) early Childhood

education.for the handicapped, and (4) development of personnel-
s

serve the hapdlcapped.
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training Program for school

(Programming Retarded in

to /

Career Education)';-, The-program wasd'esignpd tb.train various types
,

of school-personnel, parent"; Ammunity
-

agency workers, and employers.
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to provide mildly- retarded students with more 'relevant instruction
...

and supportive services within a career education context.
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This guide was devefoped as p rt of a'three:-year prdject to generate
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career education activities involvidg classroom teachers and to.

develop career education'materials for, use. with hearing-impaired

secondar -,levef students.
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'The. authors Of this article' explai0'why gifted, and talented students

need training in career education.
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This/paper describes the teacher education-program pf CheUpiversity

foctving on the four-semeSter elementary-leirel Competency-
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This paper; includes a ratirale fof a CBTE prekraCand guidelines'
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related to the specific areas aemPetenciet to be developed

%. according to the. Minnesota

.Dynneson, Thomas L. 1976. 'Social udies Issues and Methods: Odessa,

TeX.: 'Texas University pf the PermianApsin. ED no 963: 105'Pp

MF$0.83; HC- $6..01.

This competendy-basedmvorkbook,is.deaigned for undergrpuate students

in social studiesi atudent teachers, and methods instructors. It

iSroVidea, information,and guidelines -for developing tea-Ching ,-

atrategies and designing. curriculum materials:
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Hasenfua, Clement. 1973. Educati.on 321 Social-Studies-t-St dent',Teaching:_0.
An Individualized Performance - Based Model. Vol. 3, Pi t Progtam.

Providence: Rhode">Island College. ED 084 206. 104PP MF $0.83;

HC 0.01:

This is the third of three volumes on performancelbase
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education for students in the secondary social atudie

student teaching programs pt Rhodersland

were developed to provide an.individualized,compat Y-
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training program.
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This issue of an occasional bulletin pUblTlhed by ERIC/ChESS

on the awlicatiOn of the competencymovement to teacher edutat
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with special attention,,to teachef growth and atIdent progress

Mahood, Wayne.. 1 "Experientes in'Developing aCompetencyp-Based

Teacher Education Progr4m foi, Social Studies." 'Papex'Kepentednt'

the 1973 Annual Meeting of tike National-Council fOrtheSocial

Studies, San Franci4b. ED 088 4. Pt. Mi"6..83-04.C:41.67,.
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Eed on the,origins, developmentk a
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, nd'ope on of a
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CBTE program. Among the problems encountered In the program.were

.identifying nd specifying competencies and as"ssment procedures,

counaeli ,and screening studWits, dgveloping-pOsitive self-cOncepts

to deaf ith
.

Valra in the'social,studiv, and placing student
i ,,

,
. , i 1 ,.

teachers in schools, , -:'
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Merwin, William C. 1573,
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Annual Meeting of ,the American Educational Research Asscitiaticin
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According to this report, the use of self7instructional modules
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resulted In higher -achievelpeklt test scores and student teaching
_ .
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perforbance-rati gs. Teachertrainees expressed,more-favorable
o

attitudes toward,self-instructional modules than toward conventional_ . .

u
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Social Studies Teaching Competencies:. An Inventory of TeachingCompetencieS. -
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.frhis-inNwntor of social stultes teaching'competencies was developed
--71

. to serve as a guide for social studies insttuction in Pennsylvania

schoolSand as an aid"to teacjle2s in developing competency-based '

programs. ,The authors. Eaketh lwAition that,'CBTE should begin in
., . .

. the training institutions that provide specialized courses in
, .

education.
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and learning and explores issues related to ethnicity and ethnic and

cultural groups.

,Curriculum Guidelines for the Social:Studies 1976. Washington, D.C.:

4 4$

National Council for the Social Studies.

This.guide.contains goals, rationale and activities for multietinfic
)

education.

''Guide for Improving Public School Practices in Human Rights. 1975.

?',' .

SloOmington, Ind.:. Phi Delta Kappa FoUndation.

This.resedtce manual contains lessons and units on teaching about

human rights in additionto an extensive multimedia biblioiraphy.

,jpx,Willlam W., and Janet

4

lleman-BroOks. 1979. ,Teachi 'Elemental-P.

/
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Social'Studies.Through the Human Experience: New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Ututon, .

'This bOok presen6 an in ctively der,Ived model which uttlUes the

lifelong values of famil membership, citizenship, avocation, ''
.

.

--'occupation, -and personal efficacy in bUilding elementat social

studies Curricula:

Remy, Richard C. 1978.11, Consumer and Citizenshk Education Today: A

Compaidative Analysis of'Ket A umptiops. Columbus., Ohio: Mershon

Centen Ohio State Ur:I:versify.

IThefindings in this repOrt indicate that',there'is a critical need'

to rethink prevailing assumptimisand working theories which have.,

gui.ded social education In recentyears. The report concludes that

the federal government has a major role to play 0 stimulsating'such

'* .0

ZSthinkinf.
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itz'er, Thomas .1 , ENlker,;and_Cale Mitchell. 1977. "Perceptionaof

,Undefgraduate SocialStudies, Knqwledge and Ut iiation,of National '"
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Curriculum, Project Matertals-National Versus Lo CurttculuM

Devflipment, and Impact of theNational Project ovei6ent.." 'Psper-

preSented at-the%197t AnnUal.Meeting Of. he National-Councii for the

....iSoci Studies CincAnnatt.0

Thi nalYsis of.queklonnaires retUrne by 01 respondents:revealed_

fhp,,teltitentary and" secondary sOcial'st ea4A.:educators'at

the college level ,differed an their:knowle e sinti use'afflatioAal,
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APPENDIX: SURVEY INSTR
A

1. What's Happening in Your Institution?

1.1 Briefly describe the two most important 4ds in social.stUdies

teacher education at your institution.

1.1.2

1.2 Briefly describe the two most
Ot

teacher education at,your
)

idstitution.

1.2.1

1. 2'. 2 .

4).- -
4 .

important istre asocial studies
.

.:- ..
.., .

t

7

. 1.3 Briefly desoribe
.

th&-E1.19

teacher educaticip in your-institution.

1.3.1

important peeda,in%sticial studies
tts

k it,
. I ,.1.k Briefly describe the two most promising practice4/piojrams in

social studiesteachereducation at your, inatitutfon.
7..

..
..



r-2..;:-4nrollment

Briefly describe the unddrgraduate, graduate, and inservICe

,;.'enrollment trends in the social studies programs at your institution.

A 2.1.1. Undergfaduate

2.1.2. Graduate

2.1.3. Inservice, staff development, teacher centers, workshops, etc.

2.2 If enrollment is declining in your institution, how'has this

trend affected social studies courses and programs? Briefly explain.

Does declining enrollment represent a problem and/or oppOrtunity
a

for'social studies teacher education courses and programs? Briefly explain.
!

6*

2:4 Has ,'declining enrollmerffected your own ability to "bring

about 6hangs in courses or programs? Briefly describe: (We ai

el;piallysinterested in learning of any positicie outcomes of 'dee ini

enrollment.)
'417 .7,

3. Back. to the'Basicsq

,3,1. How da:You define "back4to the ,basics" as it relates to the
cr'

sOCIal studies?

3.2
"back

,

What kinds of

to baaiCie for

examples if possible.

.

apportnaties and/or-Problems,have been created

yOur,Own aoCialtatUdies program? Give speciffc,



.Thelprinking Job Market

4.1 nn view of shAking employment Opportunities in :teaching, are

you peraonally able to suggest alternative employment to .your students?

4.2 . If so, cite several examples of alternative employment oppprtunitiei

for teacher education students.

4.3 'An your institution, has the shrinking job market stimUlated

any 'creative thinking about the development and deli'ery o.feducation
-

in social studies,,K-12? Give-eicamples
°

New Content in Socia tudies
.

5.1- Do you regard new co tene. in social studiOs--e.g., end'rgy,

ecology, law education, career education, consumer edUcation, and glotal

educationas an .opportunity or as a detriment in your social studies

courses and programs? Explain.

5,2 How have your courses and programs been affected by'this new

social atudiy content? Give,specific examples.
.

6. Multicultural Education

6.1 Uow,An You describe multiculOiral education-as it ,relates to-

.pocial studies? 46

6.1+ Wiiat Icinda:Of opportunities' or problems have been created by

,multicultural eduoat4on for your social-studies courses arid p*Pgrani?

Glveetamplese.
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7. Exceptional Students

7:1 Are you making any provisions, in your social studies courses or

prdgram for the teachingof social studies to students with learning

disabllities who may have been maipstreamed'into.rekular casses.. or

.exceptional studgnts who may have been idAptified as gifted or handiCaPpedl

7.2 If you prov,ide for'the-needs of ,these exceptional students in

your'1burses and program in'social studies teacher education,
Y,

would YOU
tA,

0 N.

describe these provisions and/or attach illdstrative mate4las?

J.

.10

8. Competition WIth Other School Subjects

Is.there.any evidence' in your institution aprograms thWsocial

studies is giVen lowqr piiority than reading,- langUage'arts, Nthematics,

and' science? If so, how,ddea the apcial Studiapytank Vis--4-vis these

othilersubjects?7 ,

\

8.2 Has-competifiOn among school smbjects affected your own courses

and.-Orogram in social studies?

0%N

,-
How, have yod respondea-to the, school subject compttition?

,

bescribe course and ,program Changes. and/or attach illus&ative

.40.

-,:651petencY-Based .Teacher Certification

../
9.17 Is your. atate!moving toward teacher certificationbbased'uPon

competency achievgment rather than on course or program completion?

9:2 If you ansWei: if yes,'please describe' directions and time tables

80
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9.3 How do you think competency -based teacher certification will

affect your social studies courses and programs?

'.9.4 Does competency-based certification represent a problem or an

opportunity for socifI studies. teacher education courses and programs?
`Why?


